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This research project concerns superstructure optimization for the design of petroleum
refineries focusing on the subsystem that considers the alternatives for naphtha produced
from the atmospheric distillation unit (ADU). The intricate complexities associated with this
process synthesis problem in general and the refinery design problem in specific
necessitates the development and implementation of a systematic and automated approach
that efficiently and rigorously integrate the elaborate interactions involving the design
decision variables. The primary objective of this research is to establish a systematic
procedure to determine the optimal topologyof the refinery subsystem of naphthaproduced
from the ADU using the optimization or mathematical programming approach. Through the
identification of equipment, raw materials, products, and process alternatives in terms of the
different feasible choices of states (material streams) and tasks (process units) for the
mentioned subsystem, the first step is to represent the problem as the interconnections
between these elements in a network representation of a superstructure. Subsequently, an
optimization model is formulated with binary and continuous variables in order to arrive at
the optimum flowsheet design. The scope of this work is focused on the formulation of a
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and a generalized disjunctive programming
(GDP) optimization models. The independent design decision variables are flows of
materials and the continuous variables of stream flowrates with the discrete variables
denoting the existence of streams. Logical constraints are extensively incorporated in the
models to represent qualitative design knowledge through design specifications and
structural specifications on the interconnectivity relationships involving the states and the
tasks. Computational studies to demonstrate the implementation of the proposed modeling
approaches are carried out on the GAMS modeling language platform using the established
GAMS/CPLEX solver and the new code of GAMS/LOGMIP solver for the MILP and GDP,
respectively. Two design scenarios are considered as distinguished by the API gravity
(specific gravity) of the crude charge to the ADU. The optimal refinery topology generated
from the MILP and GDP model agree with the typical existing refinery topology. The way
forward for this project is to account for varying sulphur content in the crude charge as well
as to introduce nonlinearity in the composition modeling to obtain a more practical
representation of a real-world refinery design problem.
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1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY
The goal of optimization is to find the values of the variables in the process that yield
the best value of the performance criterion. Linear programming (LP) has been
around since the 1940s and has now reached a very high level of advancement with
the meteoric rise in computing power.
Optimization is the core objective of chemical process design. Selecting the best
among a set of possible solutions requires good engineering judgment to critically
analyze the process with respect to the desired performance objectives. It is crucial to
identify and strike a balance between the competing objectives of realizing the largest
production, the greatest profit, the minimum cost, the least energy usage, and so on.
This ensures improved plant performance through improved yields of valuable
products, higher processing rates, longer time between shutdowns and reduced
maintenance costs. In order to find the best solution within the given constraints and
flexibilities, a trade-off usually exists between capital and operating costs.
Even though the design stage only takes up about 2 or 3 percent of the project
expenditure, decisions made during this phase have an immense impact on plant
economic performance because approximately 80 percent of the capital and operating
expenses of the final plant are fixed during the design stage (Biegler et al, 1997, p.
xviii). Hence, the necessity of developing systematic methods in chemical process
design has led to two approaches to process synthesis: hierarchical decomposition and
mathematical programming.
In process synthesis, there are two major approaches to determine the optimal
configuration of a flowsheet and its operating condition. First approach, the problem
can be solved in sequential form, by decomposition, fixing some elements in the
flowsheet, and then using heuristic rules to determine changes in the flowsheet that
may lead to an improved solution. An example of such an approach is the sequential
hierarchical decomposition strategy by Douglas (1988). The sequential nature of the
decisions and the heuristic rules that are used can lead to sub-optimal designs.
Douglas (1998) claims that only 1 percent of all designs are ever implemented in
practice and hence this screening procedure avoids meticulous evaluation of most
alternatives. It is not possible to rigorously produce an optimal design because the
sequential nature of flowsheet synthesis cannot take all interactions among the design
variables into consideration. Furthermore, the exponential number of possible
topologies coupled with multitude of process technology options decreases the
chances of realizing the best design.
The second strategy that can be applied to solve a process synthesis problem is based
on simultaneous optimization using mathematical programming (Grossmann, 1996).
This strategy requires postulation of a superstructure that includes equipment that can
be potentially selected in the final flowsheet, as well as their interconnection. The
equations of the equipment and their connectivity, and constraints for the operating
conditions are then incorporated in an optimization problem where an objective
function is specified such as cost minimization or profit maximization. This approach
requires the discrete variables to represent the choices of equipment, with which the
model becomes a mixed integer linear or non-linear program (MILP or MINLP).
(Grossmann, 1996) states that the advantage of mathematical programming strategies
is that they perform simultaneous optimization of the configuration and operating
conditions. The drawback is that global optimality conditions cannot be guaranteed
for nonlinear models unless specific methods for global optimization are used.
The complexities involved in designing a petroleum refinery are numerous and
difficult. Many factors such as design specification and structural specification
constraints have to be considered and incorporated in the conceptual design to arrive
at an optimum configuration or topology of the refinery flowsheet. Hierarchical
decomposition utilizes heuristics, short-cut design procedures and engineering
experience are usually adopted to develop an initial base-case. However, these
approaches are possibly time-consuming and the end result does not guarantee the
desired optimal decision. Thus, the development of an automated systematic
procedure in the refinery design endeavour will significantly improve the decision-
making process. This can be achieved via the optimization or mathematical
programming approach by representing the problem through a superstructure and
formulating the corresponding mathematical model, which is solved to obtain the
optimal refinery topology based on the input of crude oil to be processed and the
output of final refining products as dictated by market demands.
1.2 RESEARCH MOTIVATION
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Figure 1.1 Downstream capital cost index
(Cambridge Energy Research Associates, 2007)
Figure 1.1 shows the rapid increasing downstream capital cost index from middle of
year 2003 to year 2008. Automated approach that guarantees optimal refinery design
is increasingly important due to increase in capital costs, higher energy costs,
depleting energy sources. The rising consumption of fuel has led to a higher demand
for petroleum products despite tight supplies, have witnessed the call for the
construction of new grassroots petroleum refineries in countries notably the US (such
as in the states of Arizona and Louisiana) and also in the Middle East countries.
Consequently, consumer demand provided the incentive for the construction of new
refineries.
However, with increasingly strict environmental regulations and emphasis on clean
fuels, new refineries will have narrower operating margins and more stringent product
specifications to adhere to. This adds to the degree of complexity in designing
refineries, which at present is already time-consuming, with the intricacies of the
interplay among environmental factors, public opinions, and a host of time-consuming
permitting processes. This has given rise to an exponential number of possible
refinery topologies or configurations that adequately meets current economic,
operating, and environmental requirements.
Hence it is even more crucial to develop and implement automated approaches in
optimizing process design to efficiently integrate current economics as well as
operating and environmental requirements to arrive at an optimum configuration or
topology of the refinery flowsheet. Clearly, there is substantial motivation for the
development and implementation of systematic and automated approaches and
methods for designing refineries. Within the realm of chemical engineering, the
problem is generalized as a process synthesis/conceptual process design problem.
1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
The problem statement can be addressed as: given is a set of equipment, raw
materials, products and process alternatives in terms of different choices of tasks and
equipment, and the interconnections among them, the author is to establish a
systematic procedure for representing these elements in a superstructure, and deriving
a mathematical programming model with discrete and continuous variables to predict
an optimum flowsheet design. This research project concerns the optimal design of
the topology or configuration of a refinery that addresses the following aspects:
• the discrete decisions involving: (1) the selection of the process units (tasks)
and material streams (states); and (2) the sequence of the interconnections
among the units and the streams; and
• the continuous decisions involving the optimal design flowrates of the streams.
This research project will be undertaken using the optimization approach of mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) and generalized disjunctive programming (GDP)
concerning only flows of material.
1.4 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF STUDY
The objectives of this research work are as follows:
1. To develop a superstructure representation for a refinery network topology with a
suitable level of detail by considering the processing alternatives for naphtha;
2. To develop optimization models based on the superstructure representation by
adopting two formulations: (1) the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
framework and (2) the generalized disjunctive programming (GDP) framework,
incorporating both continuous and discrete decisions. The model formulation
consists mainly of: (a) constant-yield-based linear material balances, and (b)
logical constraints enforcing the design specifications and structural
specifications, in which the latter stipulates the interconnectivity relationships
among the units and the streams for the selection and sequencing of alternative
processing routes;
3. To solve the MILP optimization model using Cplex solver and GDP formulation
using LOGMIP solver within the GAMS modeling language environment;
4. To analyze and compare the MILP model formulation against that of the GDP.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The optimization approach in process synthesis consists of three main procedures:
representation of alternatives, mathematical modeling and algorithmic development.
2.1 SUPERSTRUCTURE REPRESENTATION OF DESIGN
ALTERNATEIVES
A superstructure embeds all feasible process design alternatives of interest by
incorporating the different competitive process units and their possible
interconnections. Hence, each alternative can be a feasible or optimal process
flowsheet.
According to systematic modeling framework of superstructure optimization in
process synthesis by Yeomans andGrossmann (1999), there arethree basic nodes in a
superstructure: states, tasks and equipment. States are a set of physical and chemical
properties that identify a stream in a process, denoted by circles, which represents the
feeds, intermediates, and final products. Examples include temperature, pressure,
mass flow and composition of a stream. Tasks are the physical and chemical
transformations of process operations that correspond to momentum, mass and energy
transfer operations such as reaction, absorption and mixing. Tasknodes represent the
process operations that transform material from one or more input states into one or
more output states, denoted by rectangles. Equipment is the physical devices that
execute a given task, such as reactor, heat exchanger, distillation column, heat
exchanger, and absorber.
There are three types of superstructure representation, namely: State-Task Network
(STN), State-Equipment Network(SEN) and Resource-Task Network(RTN).
2.1.1 State-Task Network (STN) Superstructure Representation
STN assumes that processing tasks produce and consume states. The states and tasks
are defined first, leaving unknown equipment assignment to a second stage. Feedstock
must be connected to product and vice-versa. Each intermediate state and task must be
on at least one such path. Some tasks are conditional; others must be present in all
design alternatives. There is no need to distinguish one from the other at the level of
representation, but only at the level of model. One or more of these operations
(temperature, momentum, mass or energy transfer) may be performed in one task if
technically feasible.
When the states and the tasks are identified, the equipment assignment can be carried
out in two ways: One-Task-One-Equipment (OTOE) assignment or the Variable-
Task-Equipment (VTE) assignment. In OTOE, each task is distinguished from
another and no two equipments are assigned to the same task. If a task can be
executed by two different equipments, the tasks will have to be redefined to
distinguish one from the other. Equipment assignment is explicitly performed, in
which case, the representation by both task and equipment is identical. In (Yeomans
and Grossmann, 1999), the advantages of OTOE are (1) it is most straightforward
representation from which a clear optimization model can best be formulated; (2) it
handles the assignment of equipment implicitly by reducing the combinatorial
complexity of the mathematical model
In Yeomans and Grossmann (1999), VTE enables a single equipment to be assigned
different tasks and vice versa. A set of equipment that can perform all the tasks
needed is identified first. Assignment of equipment to task is part of the optimization
model. A single equipment unit can be assigned to different tasks and a single task
can be assigned to different equipment. It is necessary to select one and only one of
the equipment configurations available for the task
2.1.2 State-Equipment Network (SEN) Superstructure Representation
SEN considers full connectivity among states and equipment. It defines the tasks and
equipment, leaving the assignment of tasks to equipment to be determined. It includes
different states of process and equipment that are likely to be used. One or more
different tasks which can be performed by single equipment are determined by
considering full connectivity between states and equipment. Tasks that can take place
in specific equipment are not pre-specified. Assignment of task to equipment is part of
the optimization model (task assignment is an unknown) which is equivalent to VTE
of STN. SEN leads to a smaller combinatorial problem for equipment selection but
implicit combinatorial complexity is present in the possible equipment
interconnections. Also, state definition is not unique and all possible realizations of
the streams that will originate from a certain task will have to be taken into account.
This can complicate the modeling stage. The SEN representation is also useful for
retrofit design problems as it shows explicitly the exiting equipment. (Yeomans and
Grossmann, 1999)
2.1.3 Resource-Task Network (RTN) Superstructure Representation
RTN assumes that a task only consumes and produces resources. The concept of
resource includes all entities that are involved in the process steps, such as materials
(raw-materials, intermediates and products), processing and storage equipment (tanks,
reactors, etc.), utilities (operators, steam, etc.) as well as equipment conditions (clean,
dirty). There is no distinction between equipment of any type and other resources. All
resources are allowed to be produced or consumed by the tasks at any time during
their execution (processing items are treated as though it is consumed at the start of a
task and produced at the end). Circles denote states as well as other resources
(processing units and vessels). RTN formulation is able to capture additional features
of a problem in a straightforward manner, giving it the advantage of conceptual
simplicity and direct applicability to a large number of complex process scheduling
problems. (Barbosa-Povoa and Pantelides, 1997)
For the purpose of this research, the superstructure is constructed using STN
representation or more specifically, using OTOE representation. This is in accordance
with the findings reported by Yeomans and Grossmann (1999), which says:
1. OTOE is the most straightforward representation from which a clear optimization
model can best be formulated to establish a systematic approach for determining
the optimum topology for the refinery subsystem of the naphtha produced from
the Atmospheric Distillation Unit;
2. OTOE handles the assignment of equipment implicitly, therefore reducing the
combinatorial complexity of the mathematical model.
2.2 SUPERSTRUCTURE OPTIMIZATION MODELING
The objective of optimization problem is to find the optimized objective function
(profit maximization, cost minimization, environmental impacts)by specifying values
of the variables that satisfy equality and inequality constraints, thus to yield an
optimalsolution. Developing models to account for these constraints is closelyrelated
to the resolution of the optimization model. Mathematical programming can
accommodate models of various degree of complexity, which can be classified into
three main classes (Grossmann et al, 1999):
1. Aggregated models - These refer to high level representations in which the design
or synthesis problem is greatly simplified by an aspect or objective that tends to
dominate the problem at hand.
2. Short cut models - These refer to fairly detailed superstructures that involve cost
optimization (investment and operating costs), but in which the performance of
the units is predicted with relatively simple nonlinear models in order to reduce
the computational cost, and/or for exploiting the algebraic structure of the
equations, especially for global optimization.
3. Rigorous models - These also rely on detailed superstructures, but involve
rigorous and complex models for predicting the performance of the units. The area
of synthesis of distillation sequences (ideal and non-ideal) is perhaps the one that
has received the most attention for developing rigorous models.
Aggregated models yield simpler types of optimization models, namely Linear
Programming (LP), Non-Linear Programming (NLP) or Mixed-Integer Linear
Programming (MILP) models. These are easier to solve compared to Mixed-Integer
Non-LinearProgramming (MINLP) models, which are the usual result for both short
cut and rigorous models. Hence, the model formulated in this research is an
aggregated model. If all functions are linear, it corresponds to a MILP as used in the
modeling of this research. (Floudas, 1995).
The advantages of MILP include enable qualitative design knowledge to be included
in design and synthesis problems using logical constraints on design & structural
specs. The qualitative design information (e.g., engineering experience, heuristics)
plays important role in process design & synthesis which concern decisions on
process units to be integrated in a flowsheet of process network. Example is to
influence decisions on selection of treatment and conversion technologies for crude
oil processing. Also Raman and Grossmann (1991) demonstrate how both heuristics
and logic relationships describing connections and interactions among the process
units in a superstructure, which are expressed in the form of propositional logics, can
be represented in terms of linear inequalities via binary variables.
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2.3 RELATION BETWEEN LOGICAL INFERENCE & MIXED-INTEGER
LINEAR PROGRAMMING (MILP) MODELING
In order to obtain an equivalent mathematical representation for any propositional
logic expression, one must first consider basic logical operators to determine how
each can be transformed into an equivalent representation in the form of an equation
or inequality. These transformations are then used to convert general logical
expressions into an equivalent mathematical representation.
The basic unit of propositional logic expression, which can correspond to a state or to
an action, is called a literal which is a single variable that can assume either of two
values, true or false. Associated with each literal P, there is another literal NOT P
(-iP) such that either P or (-P) is always true. A clause is a set of literals separated
by OR operators and is also called a disjunction. A proposition is any logical
expression and consists of a set of clauses Pi, i=\ are related by the logical operators
OR, AND, IMPLICATION, as stated in Raman and Grossmann (1991).
To each proposition Pi, a binary variable y ,- is assigned. Then the negation or
complement of P u( -P i) is given by 1 - v,-. The logical value of true corresponds to
the binary value of 1 and false corresponds to the binary value of 0. The basic
operators used in propositional logic and the representation of their relationships are
shown in Table 1. The procedure to convert a logical expression into its
corresponding conjunctive normal form was formalized by Clocksin & Mellish (1981).
The three steps procedures to transform each logical proposition are:
1) replace the implication by its equivalent disjunction:
/|^P2«^vP2 (1)
2) move the negation inward by applying DeMorgan's Theorem:
-,(^aP2)» -J>v-i/> (2) njijv/'jo -^A-iP2 (3)
3) recursively distribute the "OR' over the "AND":
(7>aJ>)vP3«. (PxvP%)a(PxvP,) {4)
Having converted each logical proposition into its conjunctive normal form
representation, Qx aQ2 a... aQs , it can then be easily expressed as a set of linear
equality and inequality constraints.
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2.4 GENERALIZED DISJUNCTIVE PROGRAMMING (GDP) MODELING
The general framework of superstructure optimization in process synthesis is
composed of three major steps which can in principle be applied to any synthesis
problem to derive a mathematical programming model for predicting an optimal
flowsheet configuration.
The initial step is to consider two major superstructure representations: the STN
(State-Task-Network), in which the tasks and states are defined while the equipment
assignment is generally unknown; and the SEN (State-Equipment-Network) in which
the tasks and the equipment are defined while the assignment of tasks to equipment
must be determined. Based on these network representations, the corresponding
synthesis problems will be modeled with GDP. These logic based methods will then
be used as basis for deriving algebraic mixed-integer optimization models.
GDP modeling is the second step of the proposed framework for process synthesis
corresponds to the modeling of the chosen representation, STN or SEN, as a
mathematical programming problem. Since there will be conditional tasks or
equipment that might be selected or not in the final flowsheet, it is necessary to use a
discrete mathematical programming model. The use of disjunctive programming is of
particular interest, since process synthesis problems naturally lead to models where
the solution space is disjoint, and there is a strong logic on the connectivity amongthe
different tasks (Raman & Grossmann 1993, 1994).
In order to use GDP (Raman & Grossmann, 1994) to model the STN or SEN
representations, it is necessary to identify the conditional constraints from among
those that must hold for all synthesis alternatives. The conditional constraints will be
represented with disjunctions and assigned a Boolean variable that represents its
existence (if the Boolean variable takes a value of 'true'). In general mixers and
splitters can be considered conditional tasks. However, if the equations that are
applied to the mixer and splitter are only mass and energy balances, these constraints
do not involve any type of discrete decision or discrete variable assignment for them
to be valid.
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According to Yeomans and Grossmann (1999), the advantages of GDP are: (1) allows
a symbolic/quantitative representation of discrete and continuous decisions in design
problems; (2) avoids the use of big-M logical constraints which yields a poor
relaxation; (3) no binary 0 - 1 variables are explicitly included in the model; (4)
reduces problem size by only considering disjunctions for which Boolean variable is
true; (5) reduces combinatorial search effort in which less combination of binary
variables to be evaluated.
In Turkay and Grossmann (1995), the GDP hybrid modeling formulation is given by:
iinZ =5> +f(x)+dTy (5)mi
s.t.
g(*)<0
r(x) + D(y)<0 •
Ay>0
Y -iK
hi(x)<0 V Bix = Q




a{Y) = True (8)
x6 R",a >0, Yg{True, False}1" (9)
The model includes disjunctions, binary variables and integer or mixed-integer
constraints. The nonlinear model (7) involved three types of variables: x (flow,
pressure, temperatures) and c, (fixed charge) are the continuous variables; the Boolean
variable, Yi shows the existence of units and to indicate whether a given disjunction i
is true or false. The set of disjunctions, D, apply for the processing unites. If a process
unit exists, (Y, = True), then the equations and constraints describing that unit are
enforced and a fixed charge is applied; else (~iY, = False), a subset of continuous
variables and the fixed charge are set to zero.
The main advantages of generalized disjunctive programs in structural flow-sheet
optimization are its robustness and computational efficiency when compared to
algebraic MILP models and algorithms. (Vecchietti and Grossmann, 1998) Using
disjunctionin the problem formulation is preferredto avoidusing of big-A/" constraints
which yield poor relaxation and prevent zero flows.
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In general, at least three approaches are available to solve GDP:
1. reformulation of the disjunctions in GDP into MILP via big-M reformulation;
2. reformulation of the disjunctions in GDP into MILP via convex hull
formulation, which provides tighter relaxation compared to the first approach
as according to Turkay and Grossmann (1996));
3. solution of GDP using GAMS/LOGMIP solver.
2.5 GENERALIZED DISJUNCTIVE PROGRAMMING (GDP) MODELS FOR
STATE-TASK NETWORK (STN) REPRESENTATION
The following sets and variables must be defined to formulate the GDP model with
direct formulation on process unit existence. Let t&T define the set of tasks in the
superstructure, where T=TP wTc and Tp is the set of permanent tasks and Tc is the set
of conditional tasks that may be selected. Let seS defines the set of states, andjeE
defines the set of equipment units. Letlf^{s \s is an input state of task t), and O ,={.?'
\s' is an output state of task /}. The variables zh xs and dj are used to represent the
operatingvariables in the tasks, the flow and state variables interconnecting the states,
and the design variables for the equipment, respectively. The function ht(zt, xs, xs)
represents the equations (mass balances, energy balances, etc.) and constraints
corresponding to task /, and rf{dj, xSi xs; zt) represents the equations and constraints
corresponding to a particular equipment design. Finally, J[dj, zt) represents the cost
function in terms of the design and control variables, dj and zt. (Yeomans and
Grossmann, 1999)
If the OTOE case is considered for the STN superstructure, the equations and
constraints from equipment and tasks can be integrated in vector gt-\_ ht(zt, xs, xs),
rj(dj>, xs, xs; zt)]T wheiQj'^Qt={j'eE \j' is associated with task t}, and nt&TQt =0.
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Eq (10) represents the objective function which is the cost incurred by the selection of
a task with its equipment and variable costs. Eq (11) represents the mass and energy
balances, and the design constraints. Eq (12) represents the selection of a conditional
task feTc is represented by a Boolean variable. Eq (13) represents the logic relations
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2.6 GAMS/LOGMIP AS A DISJUNTIVE BINARY LINEAR SOLVER FOR
PROCESS SYSTEM MODEL
According to Vecchietti and Grossmann (1999), LOGMIP is a computer code written
in C allowing the specifications of disjunctions in the problem formulation. The
program code is written in C to assure portability to other platforms. LOGMIP is
layered over the GAMS modeling language in which the GAMS input-output library
has been used to link LOGMIP to GAMS. LOGMIP can provide a rather general
modeling framework and solution tool for solving disjunctive, algebraic work or
hybrid linear optimization problem.
The GAMS modeling language is used to write the model in terms of disjunctions and
algebraic equations; also it is used for specifying the disjunctions by controlling the
domain of definitions using a dollar sign. The logic relations between the Boolean
variables are handled as inequalities in LOGMIP. PROLOG is used to transform the
logical propositional expression into equivalent mathematical linear form. LOGMIP
has a model recognition which can identify different types of model form as discussed
in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: LOGMIP model formulation type
Hybrid model formulation minZ =^Ci +f(x) +dTy
• involves disjunctions, binary variables, i
S.t.




h(x)<0 V Bix = § i&D
Ci = Ji c« = 0
Q(Y) = True
xe R\a >0,7e {True, False}"1
Algebraic model minZ =f(x) + dTy





xe R", y e {True, False}"1
Disjunctive representation min Z=^ a +f{x)




hi{x) < 0 V B'x = 0 ieD
c/ = yi c, = 0
Q(Y) = True
xe R",a>0,Y g{True, False}"1
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2.7 REFINING PROCESS
Energy Center Refining Process
Figure 2.1: Refinery Process Flow (Hyperion Refining Energy Center, 2007)
The general description of refinery process flow from crude oil to product is as below:
2.7.1 Crude Oil
Petroleum products are made from Crude Oil. There are many types of crude oil
which come from many different sources around the world. Selection of the right
crude oil is a key part of the refining process. The decision as to what crude oil, or
combination of crude oil, to process depends on many factors including; quality,
availability, volume, and price.
2.7.2 Distillation
The first stage of crude processing is known as distillation, or fractionation, in a
Distillation Column. The crude oil is distilled into fractions according to boiling point
to yield light-end hydrocarbons (C1-C4), light naphtha, heavy naphtha, kerosene,
diesel and atmospheric residual. Some of these broad cuts can be marketed directly
while others require further processing in downstream units. Increased efficiency and
reduced costs are achieved if the crude oil is fractionated at essentially atmospheric









Figure 2.2 Fractionsfrom crude distillation
Naphtha is a complex mixture of paraffins, naphthenes and aromatics in the range of
five-to-twelve carbon molecules (C5 to C12). Straight-run naphtha is obtained directly
from the atmospheric distillation unit (ADU). Light naphtha is the fraction boiling
from 30°C to 90°C, and contains C5 and C<> hydrocarbons. Heavy naphtha is the
fraction boiling from 90°C to 200°C and contains C7 to C9 hydrocarbons, which is the
favored feedstock to the catalytic reformer. Naphtha can also be sourced from the
processingof heavier crude fractions in the visbreaker, catalytic cracker, hydrocracker
and coker, where case olefinic hydrocarbons is present (Prestvik et al., 2004).
2.7.3 Hydroprocessing
Hydrotreatment is the conventional means for removing sulfur from petroleum
fractions. This process is important to avoid poisoning of the reformer catalyst and to
meet environmental legislations on combustion gas emissions. The feedstock is
passed togetherwith hydrogen-rich gas (usuallyabove 75 percent hydrogen by mass),
over a fixed-bed of catalyst under conditions that depend mainly on the feedstock
properties and desired product specifications. Hydrodesulfurization consumes
hydrogen and generates hydrogen sulfide according to the general reaction:
R-S-R + 2H2 — 2R-H + H2S (14)
where R represents an alkyl group and S represents a sulfur atom. The severity of a
hydrotreater depends on the amount and types of sulfur compounds in the naphtha
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feed, which in turn are determined by the crude source. Characterization of sulfur
compounds in naphtha is particularly difficult due to extremely low concentrations.
The sulfur composition in a blend (60 percent straight run and 40 percent
hydrocracked naphtha) is almost the same as straight-run naphtha since sulfur
contribution from hydrocracked naphtha is negligible. (Ali, 2004, p.114).
Catalytic naphtha hydrotreatment can simultaneously accomplish desulfurization,
denitrogenation and olefin saturation. Lower-boiling compounds are desulfurized
more easily than the high-boiling ones. Reactivity decreases with increasing
molecular size. Products from the naphtha hydrotreater are generally acid gas,
hydrogen-rich gas, LPG-rich gas and desulfurized naphtha. Table 2.1 presents the
yields in terms of weight fraction for feed and products of the naphtha HDT (Parkash,
2003, p.37). The desulfurized naphtha from the hydrotreater can also be categorized
as light and heavy.
















The hydrodesulfurization of organosulfur compounds is exothermic. The amount of
heat released increases with the number of moles of hydrogen consumed. This heat of
reaction can increase the reactor temperature by 10-80°C at typical operating
conditions, depending on the feedstock (Ali, 2004, p.l 19). The conditions typically
used to hydrotreat straight-run stocks are mild, whereas treating cracked feeds (or
blends of cracked and straight-run feeds) requires more severe conditions. Appendices
A.4 presents typical ranges of conditions for three hydrotreating cases: Straight-run,
Cracked or Blends of HSR and Cracked, and Synthetic or Blends of HSR and
Synthetic (Ali, 2004, p.135). The principal operating variables are temperature,
hydrogen partial pressure and space velocity. In general, an increase in temperature
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and hydrogen partial pressure increases the reaction rates of sulfur and nitrogen
removal, while an increase in space velocity has the reverse effect.
2.7.4 Sulfur Recovery
The hydrogen sulfide generated in the hydrotreater is sent to the sulfur recovery unit
before being burned as refinery gas. The conversion of hydrogen sulfide to elemental
sulfur is necessaryto minimize atmospheric pollutionby sulfur dioxide. This is in line
with environmental regulations which mandate the recovery of 99% or more of the
sulfur in the refinery gas (Gary and Handwerk, 2001, p.273). The sulfur recovery unit
operates based on the Claus process which proceeds as follow:
Burner :2H2S + 302-> 2H20 + 2S02 (15)
Reactor : 2H2S + S02 -> 2H20 + 3S (16)
One-third of the H2S is converted to SO2 by combustion, which is then combined with
the remaining two-thirds and passed over a catalyst where molten sulfur forms and is
separated from the gas stream. This sulfur is sold to generate additional revenue. The
gas stream is cooled by steam generation and passed over another catalyst bed. This
cycle is repeated for as many as 4 catalyst beds in some instances. The gas stream
leaving the sulfur recovery unit still contains H2S and/or S02 which requires further
treatment (Maples, 2000, p. 351). Table 2.4 shows the product yields from a sulfur
recovery unit (Parkash, 2003, p. 225).











The demand of today's automobiles for high-octane gasoline has stimulated the use of
catalytic reforming to produce high-octane reformate from desulfurized naphtha
without changing the boiling point range, as well as to provide hydrogen required for
hydrotreating. The typical feedstocks to reformers are heavy straight-run naphthas and
heavy hydrocracker naphthas. Theseare composed of four major hydrocarbon groups:
paraffins, olefins, naphthenes and aromatics (PONA). The main function of a
reformer is to convert paraffins and naphthenes into aromatics, subsequently
producinghigh-octane reformate. Typical reformer feedstocks and products have the
following PONA analyses (Gary and Handwerk, 2001, p.189):
Table 2.5 Typical reformer feedstocks and products





The paraffins and naphthenes undergo two types of reactions in being converted to
higher octane components: cyclization and isomerization. The ease and probability of
either of these occurring increases with the number of carbon atoms in the molecules
and it is for this reason that only heavy straight-run naphtha is used for reformer feed.
Light straight-run naphtha is largely composed of lower-molecular weight paraffins
that tend to crack to butane and lighter fractions and it is not economical to process
this stream in a catalytic reformer. Hydrocarbons boiling above 204°C are easily
hydrocracked and cause an excessive carbon laydown on the catalyst.
Desirable reactions in a reformer will lead to the formation of aromatics and iso-
paraffins following these principle reactions (Maples, 2000, p.264):
1. Isomerization of n-paraffins to iso-paraffins
2. Dehydrocyclization ofparaffins to aromatics
3. Dehydrogenation of naphthenes to aromatics
4. Olefins are saturated to form paraffins which then react as in (1) and (2).
5. Aromatics are essentially left unchanged.
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Undesirable reactions are dealkylation of side chains of naphthenes and aromatics as
well as cracking of paraffins and naphthenes. Table 2.3 shows reformer yields for 3
values of RONs (Parkash, 2003, p.l 16).
Table 2.6 Catalyticreformerproduct yields (weight fraction)
RON
96 100 102
Feed Heavy naphtha 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Total 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Products H2 0.0193 0.0310 0.0320
Ct 0.0085 0.0120 0.0140
c2 0.0138 0.0200 0.0230
c3 0.0269 0.0290 0.0330
iC4 0.018 0.0170 0.0190
nC4 0.0228 0.0230 0.0260
iC5 0.0276 - .
nC5 0.0184 - -
c5+ - 0.8680 0.8530
C6+ 0.8447 - -
Total 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
2.7.6 Isomerization
The octane numbers of light straight-run naphtha can be improved by isomerization to
convert normal paraffins of C5 and C(, to their isomers. This results in a significant
octane increase because n-pentane has a RON of 61.7 whereas the RON of iso-
pentane is 92.3 (Gary and Handwerk, 2001, p.204). Equilibrium conversion to
isomers is enhanced at lower temperatures; hence a reactor temperature of 98 to
205°C is desirable. At these low temperatures a very active catalyst is necessary to
provide a reasonable reaction rate. Catalysts used for isomerization contain platinum
on various bases. Small amounts of organic chlorides are injected continuously to
maintain high catalyst activities. This leads to the formation of hydrogen chloride in
the reactor which necessitates the feed to be free of water and other oxygen sources so
that catalyst deactivation and potential corrosion problems can be avoided. An
atmosphere of hydrogen is used to minimize carbon deposits on the catalyst but
hydrogen consumption is negligible (Gary and Handwerk, 2001, p.205). Slight
hydrocracking occurs during isomerization, resulting in loss of gasoline and
production of light gases. Light straight-run naphtha is also sold as petrochemical
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feedstock besides being sent to the isomerization unit. Table 2.5 shows isomerization
yields (Parkash, 2003, p.144).
Table 2.7 Isomerization unit yields (weight fraction)
Component Yield











The final stage of the refining process is blending. This is a crucial step where the
various hydrocarbon components manufactured in the refinery are mixed together to
make the final products sold by the refinery. The final blend recipes will depend on
the quality of the available components and on the customer's requirements, called
specifications. All blendedproducts are tested before they are sold to ensure that they




3.1 OPTIMIZATION MODEL FORMULATION
3.11 Superstructure representation
Superstructure representation for the naphtha produced from the atmospheric
distillation unit (ADU) with showsthe optimizedrefinerytopologyis presented in this
chapter. Figure 3.1 depicts the state-tasknetwork (STN) superstructure representation
while Table 3.1 shows the Legend for modified state-task network (STN)
superstructure representation in Figure 3.1
In developing the superstructure representation, integer binary 0-1 variables are
employed as structural variables to represent discrete decisions involved in the
selection of the alternative:
1. process units or tasks, as represented by binary variabley,, and
2. material streams or states, as represented by binary variable z/.
Temperatures of the streams and the process units as well as the product yields are
assumed to be fixed values, that is, these values are considered to be known a priori
and are constants.
3.1.2 Short descriptions of each process units used in the superstructure
1 Atmospheric Distillation Unit (ADU) - Atmospheric Distillation Unit perform the
initial separation of crude oil into raw products, namely Gas, Naphtha, Kerosene,
Diesel and Residue (Atmospheric Bottoms).
2 Naphtha Hydrotreater (HDT) - Naphtha Hydrotreater unit uses hydrogen to
desulfurize naphtha from atmospheric distillation. The naphtha must be
hydrotreated before sending to a Catalytic Reformer unit.
3 Catalytic Reformer (REF) - Catalytic Reformer unit is used to convert the
naphtha-boiling range molecules into higher octane reformate (reformer
product). The reformate has higher content of aromatics and cyclic
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hydrocarbons). An important byproduct of a reformer is hydrogen released
during the catalyst reaction. The hydrogen is used either in the hydrotreaters or
the hydrocracker.
4 Fluid Catalytic Cracker (FCC) - Fluid Catalytic Cracker unit upgrades heavier
fractions into lighter, more valuable products.
5 Hydrocracker (HCR) - Hydrocracker unit uses hydrogen to upgrade heavier
fractions into lighter, more valuable products.
6 Visbreaking unit (VIS) - Visbreaking unit upgrades heavy residual oils by
thermally cracking them into lighter, more valuable reduced viscosity products.
7 Coking unit (COK) - Coking units (delayed coking, fluid coker, and flexicoker)
process very heavy residual oils into gasoline and diesel fuel, leaving petroleum
coke as a residual product.
8 Isomerization unit (ISO) - Isomerization unit converts linear molecules to higher-
octane branched molecules for blending into gasoline or feed to alkylation units.
3.1.3 Refinery Process Flow of Processing Route Alternatives for
Naphtha Produced from Atmospheric Distillation Unit
The first processing step in refining is crude distillation, wherein crude oil (CR) is
distilled into oil fractions with respect to its boiling points. Naphtha constitutes the
lighter fractions that are obtained from this preliminary process. Depending on the
distillation column design as well as the refinery economics, the atmospheric
distillation unit (ADU) can produce:
1. light straight run naphtha (LSRN 1) and heavy straight run naphtha (HSRN 1), or
2. an undifferentiated class of naphtha (NAP 1).
for which, 0-1 structural variables denoted as z,- are used to represent these possible
states of the naphtha streams produced from the ADU. In the first case, LSRN 1 is
sent to a mixer (MIX 3) together with purchased naphtha (PCHN 2) and light straight
run naphtha (LSRN 2) from the hydrotreater (HDT 1). The output from MIX 3, which
is LSRN 4, has two processing routes:
1. to be used as a feedstock for the isomerization unit (ISO) and
2. to be sold as a final product.
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In the same manner, 0-1 structural variables denoted as y; are used to represent the
possible tasks corresponding to the process units for the further conversion and
treatment of the naphtha streams.
Isomerization yields isomerate (ISO), which is one of the blending components for
gasoline (GSLN). Meanwhile, HSRN 1 is mixed with naphtha from the cracking of
heavier fractions (to be elaborated shortly) in MIX 1 before being sent to HDT 1 to be
desulfurized.
HDT 1 yields hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S 1), liquefied petroleum gas (LPG 1),
desulfurized naphtha and fuel gas (FG 1). H2S 1 is sent to the sulfur recovery unit
(SRU) where sulfur (S) is extracted and finally sold. All LPG (LPG 1, 2 and 3) is sent
to MIX 6 and subsequently to the LPG recovery unit (LPG) from which treated LPG
(LPG 5) is sold. Similar to the output from the distillation unit (ADU), the
desulfurized naphtha from HDT 1 can be classified as light (LSRN 2) and heavy
(HSRN 3) or undifferentiated (NAP 4). LSRN 2 is mixed with LSRN 1 and PCHN 2
in MIX 3, as stated above.
On the other hand, HSRN 3 is sent to a mixer (MIX 4), possibly with purchased
naphtha (PCHN 3_1) and/or naphtha from the hydrocracker (HCR). The output of
MIX 4 (HSRN 5) is the feedstock for the reformer (REF). FG 1 goes to the fuel gas
header (FGH) which supplies fuel gas (FG 5) to the entire refinery. In the case that
undifferentiated naphtha (NAP 4) is produced from HDT 1, it will also be mixed with
purchased naphtha (PCHN 3_2) and/or naphtha from the hydrocracker (HCR) in MIX
5, whose output (NAP 5) is sent to the reformer. The products from the reformer are
hydrogen gas (H2) fuel gas (FG 3), liquefied petroleum gas (LPG 2) and reformate
(REF). H2 is a feed to the hydrotreater while reformate is used as a gasoline blending
component. FG 3 is sent to the FGH.
In the second case (undifferentiated naphtha (NAP 1) is produced from the distillation
unit), the processing route is similar to the first case in that NAP 1 will be mixed with
naphtha from cracking processes in MIX 2 before being hydrotreated in HDT 2. The
products from HDT 2 are H2S2, LPG 3, desulfurized naphtha and FG 2. Each product
has the exact same route as the products from HDT 1.
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Other than distillation, naphtha is also produced from the cracking of distillation
bottoms in the visbreaker (VIS), catalytic cracker (FCC), hydrocracker (HCR), or
coker (COK). The visbreaker has the lowest severity while the coker has the highest.
Few assumptions were made in developing the superstructure for this section:
1. The intermediate products from the visbreaker (VIS), delayed coker (COK),
fluidized catalytic cracker (FCC), and hydrocracker (HCR) are assumed to be
heavy naphtha (that is, heavier fractions of naphtha).
2. It is assumed that the API for medium and heavy crudes is < 33° whereas for light
crude, the API is > 33° (Trambouze et. al, 2001).
The processing of medium and heavy crude requires more severe processes; hence,
the COK, FCC and HCR will be enforced to exist. On the other hand, the processing
of light crude will require less severe processes, hence, only the VIS and FCC will be
enforced to exist.
Table 3.1: Legend for the STN superstructure representation in Figure 3.1
CR Crude oil HDT Hydrotreater
ADU Atmospheric distillation unit LPG Liquefied petroleum gas
LSRN Light straight run naphtha H2 Hydrogen
HSRN Heavy straight run naphtha ISO Isomerization unit
NAP Naphtha SRU Sulfur recovery unit
MIX Mixer REF Reformer
SPLT Splitter S Sulfur
VIS Visbreaker FG Fuel gas
COK Coker BLND Blending
FCC Fluidized catalytic cracker FGH Fuel gas header
HCR Hydrocracker GSLN Gasoline
PCHN Purchased naphtha TG Tail gas
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3.1.4 Material balances for the naphtha network structure
Material balances on process units for naphtha network structure are shown in two forms:
1. the overall input-output mass flow rates, given by the following general relation:
input = output
2. the component mass balances, which incorporate the associated product yields.
Table 3.2: Material balances in terms of mass flow rates around the process units
ADU 0.4176/CR =/napi + /lsrni+/hsrni
HDT1 1-9821 (/hsrn2+/H2_l) =/FG 1+/H2S1 +/LPG I+A.SRN 2+/hSRN3+/NAP 4
HDT 2 1.9821 (/NAp 2 +/h2_2 )=/FG 2+/H2S 2+/LPG 3+/LsRN3+/HSRN 4+/NAP 3
ISO /LSRN 5 = /iSO + /FG4
SRU /H2S1 + /H2S2 = /s + /TG
REF /HSRN 5 + /NAP 5 = /H2 + /FG3 + /LPG2 + /REF
SOLD /LSRN 6 + /s + /GSLN + A.PG5 = /SOLD
BLND /iso +/ref -/gsln
LPG /LPG4 ~/lPG5
FGH /FGl +/FG2 +/FG3+/FG4 = /pG5
SPLT1 /LSRN 4 - /LSRN 5 + /LSRN 6
SPLT2 /H2 = /H2_l +/h2_2
MIX1 /HSRN1 +/viS_l +/C0K__1 +/FCC_1 +/hCR_1 +/PCHN 1_1 ~ /hSRN 2
MIX 2 /NAP i +/VIS_2 +/C0K_2 +/fCC_2 +/hCR_2 +/pCHN 1_2 = /nAP 2
MIX 3 /LSRN 1 +/LSRN 2 +/LSRN 3 +/PCHN 2 = A.SRN 4
MIX 4 /HSRN 3+ /HSRN 4 + /PCHN3_1 + /hCR_3 ~/hSRN5
MIX 5 /NAP 3+/NAP 4+/PCHN 3_2 +AlCR__4 = /NAP 5
MIX 6 /lPGI +/LPG2 +/LPG3=/LPG4
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Table 3.3: Material balances in terms of component mass flowrates around process units




HDT1 0.0109 (/H2J+/HSRN2) =/FG1
0.0012 (/H2_1+/HSRN2)-/H2S1
0.0058 (fmj +/hsrn 2)= /lpg 1
0.2610 (/h2_1 +/hsrn2) =/lsrn2
0.7211 (/h2_1+/hSRN2) = /hSRN3
0.9821 (/h2_i +/hsrn2)-/nap4
HDT 2 0.0109 (/H2„2+/NAP2) = /FG2
0.0012 (/H2_2+/NAP2) = /H2S2
0.0058 (/H2_2+/NAP2) = /LPG3
0.2610 (/h2_2+/nap2) = /lsrn3




SRU 0.8478 (/H2S1+ /H2S2) = /S





0.0320 (/hsrn5+/nap5) = /h2
0.0370 (/HSRN5+/NAP5) = /FG3
0.0780 (/hsrn5+/nap5) = /lpg2




3.1.5 Big-Af Logical constraint relating continuous and binary variables
To ensure that the non-existence of a process unit results in the corresponding input
flowrates to the unit assuming the value of zero, we consider the formulation of big-M
logical constraints to impose the relations between:
1. the continuous variables representing the flow rates of the streams and
2. the discrete binary variables representing the existence of streams and process units.
The general formulation of the big-M logical constraints are given by
fi <Mm
where fi = flow rate ofoutput stream for process unit /' in kg/day,
Mi = maximum capacity ofprocess unit / in kg/d,
yt = existence of process unit /.
The big-M logical constraints are also sometimes termed as switching constraints in the
literature (Rardin, 1979). As mentioned, the main function of the switching constraints is
to enforce the condition that no output flow exists if the associated unit does not exist. By
extension, these constraints can be written asfi < MjZf to relate the stream flowrate to the
binary variable z\ denoting the existence of the stream itself (instead of the unit from
where it is produced). In our proposed approach, this is written for each stream with the
big-M constant M, taken to be an arbitrarily large number, 1x10. Examples are:
fLSRN1 <100000000 zLSRNi fHSRN2 < 100000000 zHSRN2
LHSRN1<100000000z







3.1.6 Logical constraint on design and structural specifications for selection
of process units
Logical constraints are employed in this work according to the approach established by
Raman and Grossmann (1991, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1994) to assist in obtaining the
optimal topology of the refinery network structure. The roles of the logical constraints in
determining the optimal refinery topology are:
1. to enforce the design specifications on the selection of the process units, and the
material streams that are linking the units. These specifications are primarily based on
engineering knowledge and past design experience, which mainly describe the
inherent characteristics of the units;
2. to enforce the structural specifications that stipulate the interconnectivity
relationships among the nodes in the network that are made up of the states (streams)
and the tasks (units). These relationships describe the sequence in which the streams
are linking the process units.
The logical Boolean variables are employed with values of either true (1) or false (0):
1. Boolean variables Y{ to denote the existence of a task i in the superstructure, which
involves the process units, mixers and splitters, and
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Table 3.4 shows the logical statement or logic propositions, which can be equivalently
expressed in the form of logical expression and clauses. The logical expression and
clauses are then transformed into algebraic integer linear inequality constraints by
applying the systematic procedure proposed by Raman and Grossmann (1991), as
discussed in Chapter 2.
The following are two examples on the transformation of a logic proposition into its
corresponding algebraic integer constraint:
• example 1: for the logical statement "EOR" for ADU (item no. 1 in Table 4.2)
•^LSRN 1Y-^NAP 1""* -*ADU
ZLSRN 1+ ZNAP 1 = ^ADU
• example 2: for the logical statement "OR" for FGH (item no. 10 in Table 4.2)
^ZFGj v ZFG2 v ZFG3 VZFG4 J<=> ipGH
{(zFGI vzFG2 vzFG3 vzFG4) => rFGH} a{rFGH :=> (zFG, vzFG2 vzFG3 vzFG4 )J
(ZFG1 V-ZFG2 vzFG3 vZFG4 J=> i¥t
~~'l^FGl Vj^FG2 VZFQ3 V^FG4jV*F<
y—'ZFG] A—i/FG2 A—iZFG3 A—iZFG4 Jv jfgh
(-^FGl VrFGH)A(-ZFG2 V7FGH )A(^ZFG3 V*FGH )A(^ZpG4 V7pGH )
1 —z + v > 1 v > z Vciz v £ z
' *FG1 -^FGH — -^FGH — FG 2 -'FGH FG 3 S FGH FG4
V >Z
•'FGH FG1
-*FGH ^(^FGl Vj^FG2 V^FG3 V"^FG4j
~~'''FGH V^FG1 Vj^FG2 V^FG3 V^FG4 j
ZFG 1 ~*~ ZFG2 + ZFG3 + ZFG4 —^FGH









3.1.8 Logic Prepositions and Algebraic Integer Constraints for Structural
Specifications
The structural specification is to enforce the interconnectivity among the states and the tasks in
the superstructure. The detail on the generation of the logical constraints on structural
specification and the transformation into algebraic integer linear inequality constraints are
shown in Table 3.5.





-*ADU => ZCR ^ADU - ZCR
-*ADU =>^LSRN 1V^HSRN1 V^NAP1 ^ADU - ZLSRN 1 + ZHSRN 1 + ZNAP1
DU A.SRN1 ^ *ADU ZLSRN1 - ^ADU
^HSRN1 :=> "^ADU ZHSRN1 ~^ADU
^NAP 1 ^ *ADU ZNAP1 --^ADU
-'HDTl =>/:'HSRN2 V Ai2-1 .VhDT 1 - ZHSRN 2 + ZH2-1
^HSRN 2 ^ *HDT1 ZHSRN2 -JHDT1
ZH2-1 ^ *HDT 1 ZH2-1 -^HDTl
-*hdti ^
^H2S1 V ^LPG 1V -^LSRN 2
vV^HSRN 3V^NAP 4V"^FG 1J
-VhDT1 - ZH2S1 + ZLPG 1 + ZLSRN 2 + ZHSRN 3 + ZNAP 4 + ZFG 1
ZH2S1 - ^HDT1
)T1 ^H2S1 -^ *HDT1 ZLPG1 -^HDTl
^LPG 1^ niDT 1 ZLSRN 2 - ^HDT 1
^LSRN 2 => *HDT 1 ZHSRN3 -^HDTl
•^HSRN 3 ^ *HDT I ZNAP 4 —^HDT1
•^NAP 4 ^ ^HDT 1 ZFG 1 - ^HDT1
^FG1 —> -*HDT 1
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rHDT2 =r> ZNAP2 V ZH2_2 ^HDT2 - ZNAP 2 + ZH2-2
•^NAP 2 ^ *HDT 2 ZNAP2 --^HDT2
^H2-2 ^ •'HDT 2 ZH2-2 - ^HDT 2
^HDT2 =>
•^H2S 2 V ^LPG 3 V ^LSRN 3
^V^HSRN 4V-^NAP 3V-^FG 2J




•^LPG 3 ^ *HDT 2
-^LSRN 3 —^ ^HDT2
^HSRN 4 ^ -'HDT 2
•^NAP3 ^ •'HDT 2
^FG 2 ^ -'HDT 2
ZLPG 3 - ^HDT 2
ZLSRN 3 - -VhDT 2
ZHSRN 4 - ^HDT 2
ZNAP 3 - ^HDT 2
ZFG2 -^HDT2
•^LSRN 5 ^ -MSO ZLSRN5 -^ISO
*ISO ^^LSRNS ^ISO -ZLSRN5
SO rIS0 ==> Z]S0 v ZFG 4
Aso ^ -'iso
^FG 4 ^ *ISO
^ISO- ZISO + ZFG 4
ziso - ^ISO
ZFG4 - ^ISO
^SRU —> ^H2S1 V ^H2S2 ^SRU -ZH2S1 +ZH2S2
•^H2S1 ^ ^SRU ZH2S1 -^SRU
RU
^H2S 2 ^ -*SRU




^SRU —ZS + ZTG
ZS ~^SRU
ZTG - J^SRU
•MiEF —^ ^HSRN 5 V ^NAP 5 ^REF - ZHSRN 5 + ZNAP 5
^HSRN 5 ^ *REF ZHSRN 5 - ^REF
^NAP 5 => ^REF ZNAP5 -^REF
LEF
-'REF ^ ^H2 V ^FG 3 V -^LPG 2 V •^REF JREF —ZH2 + ZFG 3 + ZLPG 2 + ZREF
ZH2 => /j^p ZH2 - >REF
•^FG 3 ^ •'REF ZFG3 —^REF
^LPG 2 ^ ^REF ZLPG2 —^REF
^REF —^ -*REF ZREF -^REF
^SOLD ^ A.SRN6 V ^GSLN vZs V ^LPG 5 .KsOLD - ZLSRN6 + ZGSLN + ZS + ZLPG 5
-^LSRN6 ^ ^SOLD ZLSRN6 -^SOLD
•^gsln ^ Isold ZGSLN - ^SOLD
)LD
-^s ^ -'sold








•*BLND ^ AsO V ^REF -VbLND - ZISO + ZREF
•^ISO ^ *BLND ZISO -^BLND






^XPG 4 ^ *LPG ZLPG4 - APG
PG
M.PG -^ ^LPG 4
-'LPG ^ "^LPG 5
^LPG 5 ^ •'LPG
^LPG - ZLPG 4
^LPG - ZLPG 5
ZLPGS -APG
-*FGH ^ ^FG I V "^FG 2 V ^FG 3 V ^FG 4 ^FGH —ZFG 1 V ZFG 2 V ZpG 3 V ZpG 4
•^FG 1 ^ -'FGH ZFG1 -^FGH
•^FG 2 ^ *FGH ZFG2 -^FGH
GH 7 z^> y^FG3 —' ^ FGH
•^FG 4 ^* *FGH
/FGH => ZFG 5





•^LSRN 4 ^ ^SPLT 1 ZLSRN 4 - J'SPLT1
-'SPLT I ^ ^LSRN 4 ^SPLT1 - ZLSRN 4
?LT
1
^1SPLT 1^ A.SRN 5
•^LSRN 5 ^ -'SPLT 1
ZLSRN6 =^> ^SPLTl
V "^LSRN 6 -^SPLT 1 - ZLSRN 5 + ZLSRN 6
ZLSRN 5 - ^SPLT 1
ZLSRN 6 - ^SPLT1
ZH2 => ^SPLT 2 ZH2 -^SPLT2
3LT
2
*SPLT 2 ^ ^H2
rSPLT 2 ^ zH2_, V
^H2-l —^ -'SPLT 2
•^H2-2 ^ ^SPLT 2
7Z'H2-2
^SPLT2 - ZH2











.Vmlxi ZI>ZHSRN1 + ZVIS-1 + ZCOK-l + zfcc-
ZHSRN1 -^MLXl
+ ZHCR-1 +ZPCHN1-
•^HSRN1 ^ *MLX1 ZVIS-1 —^MLXl






•'MIX 1 —-* ^HSRN 2




J'MLX 1 - ZHSRN 2






V ZHCR-2 V ZPCHN1-2 )
^MLX 2 - ZNAP1 + ZVIS-2 + ZC0K-2 + ZFCC-2 + ZHCR-2
ZNAP I - ^MIX 2
+ ZPCHNl-2
^NAPl —^ ^MIX2 ZVIS-2 —^MLX2
^ VIS-2 ^ -MVIIX 2 ZC0K-2 - J^MIX 2
[1X2
ZC0K-2 ^ •'MIX 2
ZFCC-2 ^ *MIX 2
^HCR-2 ^ *MIX 2
•^PCHNl-2 ^ *MLX2
*MLX 2 ^ ZNAP 2
ZNAP 2 => -'MIX 2
ZFCC-2 - ^MIX2
ZHCR-2 - ^MIX 2
ZPCHNl-2 —3^M1X2
^MIX2 -ZNAP2
ZNAP 2 - -^MIX 2
•MWIX 3 ^ ^LSRN1 V ZPCHN 2 VZLSRN2 VZLSRN3 >"mLX 3 - ZLSRN 1 + ZPCHN 2 + ZLSRN 2 + ZLSRN 3
ZLSRN1 ^ -MvlIX 3 ZLSRN1 —^MIX 3
A>CHN 2 ^ ^MTX 3 ZPCHN 2 - AlLX 3
1X3 ZLSRN 2 ^ ^MLX 3
ZLSRN 3 ^ *MTX 3
-MVIIX 3 ^ ZLSRN 4
ZLSRN 4 ^ •'MTX 3
ZLSRN2 ~^MLX3
ZLSRN 3 - JMLX3
3^1X3 ~ZLSRN4
ZLSRN 4 - ^MIX 3
^MLX 4 ^ ZHSRN 3 VZHCR-3 VZPCHN3-I V ZHSRN 4 -VmDC 4 - ZHSRN 3 + ZHCR-3 + ZPCHN 3-1 + ZHSRN 4
ZHSRN 3 ^ "'MIX 4 ZHSRN3 ~^MLX4
ZHCR-3 ^ ^MIX4 ZHCR-3 —^MLX 4
1X4 ZPCHN3-1 ^-'MD^
ZHSRN 4 => -MvlTX 4
-MVIIX 4 :=> AlSRN 5
ZHSRN 5 ^ 'MLX 4
ZPCHN 3-1 - .^MIX 4
ZHSRN 4 - >MDC 4
AlIX4 -ZHSRN5
ZHSRN 5 - ^MLX 4
*MIX 5 ^ ZNAP 3 V ZNAP4 V ZHCR-4 V Z PCHN 3-2 >Wx 5 ~ ZNAP 3 + ZNAP 4 + ZHCR-4 + ZPCHN 3-2
ZNAP 3 ^ •'MIX 5 ZNAP3 -^MLXS
ZNAP 4 ^ -* MLX 5 ZNAP4 -^MLX5
1X5 ZHCR-4 => -'MIX 5
•^PCHN 3-2 Z=^' •'MLX 5
•'MIX 5 ^ ZNAP 5
ZNAP 5 => •'MLX 5
ZHCR-4 —^MIX 5
ZPCHN 3-2 —^MLX 5
^MIX 5 - ZNAP 5
ZNAP5 —^MLX5
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-MviLX 6 ^ "^LPG 1V^LPG 2V^LPG 3 ^MIX 6 - ZLPG1 + ZLPG 2 + ZLPG 3
Zjjq { ^> /MIX 6 ZLPG1 —^MIX6
1X6
^LPG 2 —^ -"MIX 6
•^LPG 3 ^ -'MIX 6
•'MLX 6 ^ ^LPG 4
•^LPG 4 => *MLX 6
ZLPG2 ->"mLX6
ZLPG3 - >M1X6
i'MK 6 - ZLPG4
ZLPG 4 - ^MIX 6
'vis => -^vis-i V Aas-2 JVlS ~ ZVIS-1 V ZVIS-2




'COK ^ -^COK-1 ^ ^COK-2 ^COK - ZCOK-l + ZCOK-2




•'FCC ^ ^FCC-1 V ^FCC-2 >"fCC - ZFCC-1 + ZFCC-2




•'HCR ^ ^HCR-1 V "^HCR-2 V ^HCR-3 V ^HCR-4 JHCR - ZHCR-1 V ZHCR-2 V ZHCR-3 V ZHCR-4
^HCR-1 => *HCR ZHCR-1 -^HCR







3.1.9 Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model formulation
The general model formulation for MILP is summarized as follows:
min Z=X CAPEX^„ +£ OFEX,/, (1)
u*=U
S.t.
Ax =0 (material balances)
^ <Myi Vi e / (big-M logical constraints)
Aogical constraints ondesign specifications^
Ay<a
^and structural specifications ,
^gIc (nonnegativity constraints on continuous variables)
ye {O^}17 (integrality constraints on binary variables)
CAPEX„,OPEX,->0
Also, according to Grossmann et al (1999), the superstructure is modeled mathematically







f(x,y) is the objective function (costminimization or profit maximization)
h(x,y) = 0 are the m equality constraints that describe the performance of the system
(mass and heat balances, design equations)
g (x,y)<0 are the p inequality constraints that define the specifications or constraints
for feasible choices.
x is a vector of n continuous variables that correspond to the state or design
variables flow rates, temperatures, pressures, composition etc. R" is n real
numbers,
y is a vector of / discrete variables which are restricted to 0-1 values to define
the potentialexistence of a unit i or an action
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3.1.10 Genralized Disjunctive Programming (GDP) model formulation
In Turkay and Grossmann (1995), the GDP hybrid modeling formulation is given by:
minZ =£c/ +f(x)+dTy (3)
s.t.
g(x)<0
r(x) + D(y)<0 •
Ay>0
Yt -J,
h(x)<0 V £'* = (




Q(Y) = True (6)
xe R\a >0,Y e{True, False}"1 (7)
where:
x, ci: continuous variables
y; 0-1 variables,
Yi: Boolean variables
Q,(Y): propositional logic involving only Boolean variables
^ g %{m: continuous variables of costs for each of the disjunctions that are activated to
fixed charges of values c, if the corresponding term of the disjunction is true
/: 9T -» SR1: continuous variables x inthe objective function
g: 9T -> 9t9: common constraint sets that hold regardless of the discretedecisions
fix) and g(x) are convex functions
g(x): linear or nonlinear inequality, independent of the discrete choices
fix): linear or nonlinear objective function
r(x) + Dy<0: general mixed-integer algebraic equations
Ay > a: set of integer inequalities
dJy : linear cost terms
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There are two approaches available (at least) for formulating the conditional constraints
in a GDP model:












/lsrn 1 ~ "
/hsrni =0
-ADU = 0
• Approach 2: formulation by employing the logical constraints on design
specifications:
-'ADU ^ V^HDT IV*HDT 2J
J afitt V(/hDT 1V*HDT 2/
^HDTl
0.0109 (/H2+/hsrni) = /fgi
0.0012 (fm +/hsrn 2) - fmsi
0.0058 (fm + /HSRN 2) = /LPG!
0.2610 (fm + /HSRN 2)= /lsrn 2
0.7211 (/H2+/hsrn2)~/hsrn3













0.0058 (/H2+/NAP2) = /LPG3
0.2610 (/H2+/nap2) = /lsrn3
0.7211 (/h2+/NAP2) = iHSRN4
0.9821 (/H2+/NAP2) = /NAP3
CHDT 2 = "°
In this work, approach 1 is applied for the entire unit in the superstructure as listed in
Table 3.6.
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0.0109 (/H2+/hsrn2) = /fg.
0.0012 (/h2+/hSRN2) = /h2S1
0.0058 (/h2+/hsRn2) = /lpg,
0.2610 (_/H2 +/hsrn 2)=/lsrn 2
0.7211 (/H2 + /HSRN 2) = /hsrn 3
0.9821 (/H2 +/hsrn 2)=/nap 4
Jm ~ /hsrn 2 ""^
*HDT2
0.0109 (/H2+/nAP2) = /fG2
0.0012 (/H2+ /NAp2) = /H2S2
0.0058 (/H2+/NAP2)-/lPG3
0.2610 (/H2+/NAP2) = /LSRN3
0.7211 (fm +/naP2/ = /hSRN4
0.9821 (/H2+/NAP2) = /NAP3


























0-8478 (/H2S1+ fms2) = fs
0.1522 (/h2si+ fmsi)-Jtg
'REF
0.0320 (/hSRN5+/NAp5) = /h2
0-0370 (/HSRN5 + /nAP5)= /fG3
0.0780 (/HSRN5 + /nAP5)= /lpG2
0.8530 (/HSRN5+/NAp5) = /REF
cREF = 270
"''SRU


























/SOLD = /LSRN 6 + /s + /GSLN + ApG5
cSOLD =^0
"••^SOLD
/sold = /lsrn 6 = /s = /gsln = /lpg 5 = 0
£cot n — ^
*GSLN
/gsln = /iso + /ref
CGSLN ~ 10
"••^GSLN







/lPG5 ~ ApG4 = 0
cLpg = °
iKFG
JFG5 ~ /fG! + /pG2 + /fG3 + /FG4
Cr =10





CcDTT I ~ 0L
—' 'SPLT 1
/lSRN 4 = /LSRN5 = /LSRN6 = 0
Ccpi T1 =v
^SPLT 2
/h2 = /h2_I + /h2_2
CSPLT 2 = 10
~1 'SPLT 2
/h2 = /h2_1 = /h2_2 ~ 0
Cobt t i = «
/NAPI + /viS_2 + /cOK_2 + /fCC_2 + /hCR_2 + /pCHN!_2 = /nAP2
CMIX1=^0
^MIX2
/hSRNI + /viS_l + /cOKJ + /fCC_I + /hCR_1 + /pCHNI_l = /h
C\trv *> — 1U
""'MIX 1
/napI = /viSJJ = JCOY.J. = /fCC_2 ~ 0
/HCR_2 ~ /pCHN1_2 = /NAP2 ~ 0
CMIX I = 0
-|^ MIX2
/hsrni = /visj = /cokj = /fcc_i = 0
/hCR_1 = /pCHN1_1 = /HSRN2 ~ 0
CMIX 2 = 0
'MDC3
yLSRNl "*" /lSRN2 + /lSRN3 + /pCHN2 = AsRN4
C\ATV I — 1U
""^MIX 3
/LSRNI = /LSRN2 = /LSRN3 = /pCHN2 = /iSRN4 = 0
Cmiy 3 = U
*MIX4
/hSRN3 + /HSRN4 + /pCHN3_1 + /hCR_3 = /hSRN5
*MIX5
/nAP3 + /NAP4 + /pCHN3_2 + /hCR_4 = /naP5
-iY
n,MIX4
/hSRN3 = /hSRN4 = /pCHN3_1 = /hCR__3 ~ /hSRN5 = 0
^'MDCS
AlAP3 = /NAP4 = /pCHN3_2 = /hCR_4 = /nAP5 = 0
*MIX6
ApGI + ApG2 + /lPG3 = ApG4
l\jiv a — 1 \)
/lPGI = /lPG2 = /lPG3 = ApG4 = 0
CMIX 6 = 0
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3.1.11 Systematic transformation from logical proposition into
mathematical representation
According to Raman and Grossmann (1994), the three steps procedures to transform each
logical proposition into equivalent mathematical representation in terms of linear
equality/inequality by using binary (0-1) variables are:
1) replace the implication by its equivalent disjunction:
^P2»^|vP2 (8)
2) move the negation inward by applying DeMorgan's Theorem:
n(iJA?2)» -^V-^ (9) -,(iJvP2)0 -JjA-tP2 (10)
3) recursively distribute the "OR' over the "AND":
(i}Ai5)viJo {P^P2)a(P1vP,) (11)
where:
Pi, : proposition, given by binary variable y /
-tP i: proposition negation or complement, given by 1 - y /
A proposition is any logical expression and consists of a set of clauses Pi, i=\ are related
by the logical operators OR, AND, IMPLICATION. Having converted each logical
proposition into its conjunctive normal form representation, Q a Q2 a ...a Qs , it can then be
easily expressed as a set of linear equality and inequality constraints.
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3.2 PROJECT ACTIVITIES
The proposed methodology to address the conceptual design or process synthesis
problem of the naphtha produced from the ADU is presented in this chapter.
In general, the mathematical programming approach to process synthesis and design
activities and problems consists of the following four major steps (Yeomans and
Grossmann, 1999) with the following descriptions:
1. Development of the superstructure to represent the space of topological
alternatives of the naphtha flow to petrochemical plant configuration;
2. Establishment of the general solution strategy to determine the optimal topology
from the superstructure representation of candidates. Simultaneous optimization
strategy is employed instead of sequential optimization strategy due to the model
is largely linear;
3. Formulation or modeling of the postulated superstructure in a mathematical form
that involves discrete and continuous variables for the selection of the
configuration and operating levels, respectively. In this model, mixed integer
linear programming (MILP) and generalized disjunctive programming (GDP) are
being modeled; and
4. Solution of the corresponding mathematical form, i.e., the optimization model
from which the optimal topology is determined, in which to solve the MILP
optimization model using Cplex solver and GDP formulation using LOGMIP
solver within the GAMS modeling language environment.
A diagrammatic description of methodology is shown in Figure 3.2. Project milestone




Explore possible process flow alternatives for naphtha exiting ADU
1





Formulate model constraints using material balances in the form of algebraic equations
Formulate unit selection constraints using discrete binary variables
T
Develop optimization model using the GAMS modeling language






Table 3.7: Gantt Chart for FYP I
Details/Week FYP I











MILP formulation V V V v H







oral presentation I V V
Table 3.8: Gantt Chart for FYP II
Details/Week FY PII
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 • 10 11 12 13 14
Solve MILP model
in GAMS/Cplex





















Computational experiments and numerical studies of the MILP model formulation for the
flowsheet superstructure optimization problem proposed in this work are coded and
implemented using GAMS 22.8 under Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
version for Windows Vista Home Basic platform. The numerical examples are solved
using the solver GAMS/CPLEX 10 (ILOG Cplex Division, last retrieved April 28, 2009)
on an Intel(R) Centrino Core(TM) 2 Duo, 2.0GHz, 4.0GB of RAM Toshiba notebook.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
4.1 COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
The model computational results and discussion can be divided into two parts, namely:
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and generalized disjunctive programming
(GDP). The associated model and computational statistic are reported in Table 4.1 for
MILP and Table 4.2 for GDP. The MILP and GAMS code are attached in Appendix A
and Appendix B respectively, while the complete computational result for MILP and
GDP are in Appendix C and Appendix D respectively. MILP model is solved by using
GAMS/Cplex 10 solver, which gives a slightly longer CPU time/resource usage of
0.053s, as compared to the CPU time/resource usage of 0.037s for GDP model which
solved by using GAMS/LOGMIP solver. However, the CPUtime/resource usage forboth
model is trivial, and the differences are insignificant. This is due to the model is relatively
small, in which the effect on CPU time/resource usage is negligible. By comparing
statistic from both of the models, it is concluded that MILP model requires more number
of single equation, binaryvariables and iterations as compared to GDP model. The result
agrees with the advantages of GDP stated by Yeomans and Grossmann (1999), in which
binary 0 - 1 variables are explicitly included in the model. The model size will be
reduced by only considering disjunctions for which Boolean variable is true, instead of
heavy combinatorial search effort of binary variables.
Table 4.1: Model and computational statistics (MILP)
Solver CPLEX 10
Number of single equations 336
Number of binary variables 80
Number of iterations 26
CPU time/resource usage 0.053 s
Table 4.2: Model and computational statistics (GDP)
Solver CPLEX 10
Number of single equations 331
Number ofbinary variables 75
Number of iterations 22
CPU time/resource usage 0.037s
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For each type of model, two design scenarios as distinguished by the API gravity
(specific gravity) of the crude charge to the ADU are considered in the computational
experiments conducted on the proposed modeling approach, namely light crude charge
processing (API > 33) and heavy crude charge processing (API < 33). The corresponding
model to be solved is stipulated through the use of if-else selection statement in the
GAMS implementation. Table 4.3 shows the utilities cost per unit and Table 4.4 shows
the base cost and utilities consumption ofmajor unit operations (Maples, 2000, p.386)
4.2 BASE DATA
1. Input data from user (the input values are in brackets):
a. Production requirement of gasoline (100,000kg/d)
b. Crude API gravity (44.6)
c. Crude oil cost (RM 120.0 per bbl)
d. Naphtha cost (RM 0.524 per kg)
2. Nelson-Farrar Refinery Construction Index (NFRCI) (Maples, 2000, p. 388; EU-
OPEC Roundtable on Energy Policies, 2008):
a. Jan 1991 : 1241.7
b. Dec 2008 :2067.2
3. Assumptions:
a. Refinery operates 330 days per year
b. Crude charge is fixed to be between 100 000 bbl/d to 150 000 bbl/d
c. Gasoline requirement of at least 100 000 kg/d
d. Maximum capacity of each unit =1x10 kg
e. Total capital investment
= Fixed capital investment + Working capital
= Total equipment base cost + Working capital
f. Total operating cost
= Fixed operating costs + Variable operating costs + General expenses
g. Total cost (objective function)
= Total capital investment + Total operating cost
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4. Utilities cost:
Table 4.3: Utilities cost per unit (www.mida.gov.my)(2008)
Utilities Cost per Unit (RM/unit)
Electricity (per kWh) 0.1980
Fuel (per MJ) 0.1018
HP Steam (per kg) 0.0050
CW(perm3) 0.8400
5. Base Capacity, Base Cost and Utilities Consumption of Major Unit Operations:
Table 4.4: Base cost and utilities consumption of major unit operations (Maples, 2000, p.386)














ADU 137 228 0.0039 0.0826 0.0888 0.0000
VIS 86 144 0.0039 0.0660 0.1776 0.0000
COK 166 276 0.0282 0.0991 0.1421 0.0000
FCC 310 515 0.0078 0.0660 0.0710 0.0119
HCR 342 569 0.1402 0.2766 0.0000 0.0000
HDT 58 96 0.0157 0.0248 0.0533 0.0000
REF 162 270 0.0078 0.2477 0.1421 0.0030
ISO 25 42 0.0078 0.0083 0.1279 0.0000
SRU (per tonne) 18 30 0.3132 0.0000 2.6636 0.1482
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4.3 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS FOR MILP
4.3.1 Optimizer for crude feed requirement
Input data:
• total feed flowrate from units in the refinery varies dependent on light or heavy
crude (feed from VIS, COK, FCC, HCR are constant at 2000000 kg/d)
• production requirements are constant.
Table 4.5: Computational results on the cost components for MILP crude feed dependent
Light Crude Heavy Crude
CAPEX + OPEX + Raw material (mil RM) 2744 2743
CAPEX (milRM) 791 791
OPEX + Raw material (mil RM) 1953 1951
Crude feed requirement (kg/d) 4.5E+7 3.2E+7
Raw material (mil RM) 42 30
OPEX (mil RM) 1910 1921
OPEX (mil RM/d) 5.7 5.8
Note: assuming 330 working days
Table 4.6: Computational results (m the stream flow rates for MILP crude feed dependent (light crude)
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK 1 0 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK_2 0 HSRN1 6958923 NAP2 2.2E+7
FCC 1 2000000 HSRN2 1.0E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 4235493 NAP4 0
FG1 127463 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.2E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1J 0
FG3 849861 ISO 2244763 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 22674 LPG1 67824 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1791600 PCHN3J 0
GSLN 2.1E+7 LPG3 0 PCHN3_2 0
H2 735015 LPG4 1859425 REF 1.9E+7
H2_l 735015 LPG5 1859425 S 11896
H2 2 0 LSRN1 2519375 SOLD 2.3E+7
H2S1 14032 LSRN2 0 TG 2135
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 2000000
HCR 1 0 LSRN4 2519375 VIS_2 0
HCR 2 0 LSRN5 2267437 CR 4.5E+7
HCR_3 0 LSRN6 251937
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Table 4.7: Computational results on the stream flow rates for MILP crude feed dependent(heavy crude)
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK_l 2000000 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK 2 0 HSRN1 5029419 NAP2 0
FCC_1 2000000 HSRN2 1.1E+7 NAP3 0
FCC_2 0 HSRN3 0 NAP4 2.3E+7
FG1 128283 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.3E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1J 0
FG3 855328 ISO 1622356 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 16387 LPG1 68261 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1803125 PCHN3 1 0
GSLN 2.1E+7 LPG3 PCHN3_2 0
H2 739743 LPG4 1871386 REF 1.9E+7
H2J 739743 LPG5 1871386 S 11973
H2_2 0 LSRN1 1820827 SOLD 2.3E+7
H2S1 14122 LSRN2 0 TG 2149
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 0
HCR_1 2000000 LSRN4 1820827 VISJ2 0
HCR_2 0 LSRN5 1638744 CR 3.2E+7
HCRJ 0 LSRN6 182082 0
4.3.2 Optimizer for operating cost
Input data:
total feed flowrate from units in the refinery constant, non-dependent on light or
heavy crude (feed from VIS, COK, HCR are set at 2000000 kg/d while from FCC
set at 3000000 kg/d)
production requirements are constant.
Table 4.8: Computational results on the cost components for MILP operating cost dependent
Light Crude Heavy Crude
CAPEX + OPEX + Raw material (milRM) 2688 2743
CAPEX (milRM) 791 791
OPEX + Raw material (mil RM) 1897 1951
Crude feed requirement (kg/d) 3.28E+7 3.28E+7
Raw material (mil RM) 30 30
OPEX (mil RM) 1866 1921
OPEX (mil RM/d) 5.6 5.8
Note: assuming 330 working days
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Table 4.9: Computational results on the stream flow rates for MILP operatingcost dependent(light crude)
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK 1 0 HCR_^4 0 NAPI 0
COK 2 0 HSRN1 5029419 NAP2 0
FCC 1 3000000 HSRN2 1.10E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 0 NAP4 2.31E+7
FG1 128283 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.31E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1_1 0
FG3 855328 ISO 1622356 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 16387 LPG1 68261 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1803125 PCHN3J 0
GSLN 2.13E+7 LPG3 PCHN3_2 0
H2 739743 LPG4 1871386 REF 1.97E+7
H2 1 739743 LPG5 1871386 S 11973
H2_2 0 LSRN1 1820827 SOLD 2.34E+7
H2S1 14122 LSRN2 0 TG 2149
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 3000000
HCR 1 0 LSRN4 1820827 VIS_2 0
HCR_2 0 LSRN5 1638744 CR 3.28E+7
HCR_3 0 LSRN6 182082 0
Table 4.10: Computational results on the streamflowrates for MILP operating costdependent (heavy crude)
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK 1 2000000 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK 2 0 HSRN1 5029419 NAP2 0
FCC 1 2000000 HSRN2 1.1E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 0 NAP4 2.3E+7
FG1 128283 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.3E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1_1 0
FG3 855328 ISO 1622356 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 16387 LPG1 68261 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1803125 PCHN3_1 0
GSLN 2.1E+7 LPG3 PCHN3_2 0
H2 739743 LPG4 1871386 REF 1.9E+7
H2 1 739743 LPG5 1871386 S 11973.476
H2_2 0 LSRN1 1820827 SOLD 2.3E+7
H2S1 14122 LSRN2 0 TG 2149
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 0
HCR 1 2000000 LSRN4 1820827 VIS_2 0
HCR 2 0 LSRN5 1638744 CR 3.2E+7






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.4 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS DISCUSSION FOR MILP
OPEX for heavy crude charge processing is more than light crude charge processing for
crude feed requirement and operating cost dependent MILP model. The comparisons for
two cases are made for result validation on different scenarios. The result is proven right
as heavy crude charge processing requires more severe processes, where COK, FCC and
HCR are enforced to exist; while for light crude charge processing, VIS and FCC are
enforced to exist. The operating cost for COK and HCR are relatively higher as compared
to FCC and VIS, thus OPEX for heavy crude charge processing is higher. The results are
tabulated in Table 4.5 and 4.8. The relative accuracy of objective function agrees with
typical refineries cost data (e. g., estimated total cost of Bharat Petr Corp Ltd Refinery,
Mahul, India is RM 2700 mil) stated by HPI Construction Boxscore, Hydrocarbon
Processing (June 2006).
The optimal refinery topology for two scenarios is evaluated for MILP model, namely
light crude charge processing and heavy crude charge processing. Figure 4.1 and Figure
4.2 show the superstructure comprising all the feasible alternative flow for naphtha
produced from the atmospheric distillation unit for both scenarios respectively. The
shaded square indicates the unit is selected and the shaded circle indicates the state is
selected with flowrate. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 are the simplified optimal refinery
topology deriving from the previous two figures, similarly for both scenarios
respectively. The optimal refinery topology for MILP model agrees with the typical
existing topology of the refinery as shown in the literature review. (Hyperion Refining
Energy Center, 2007)
Table 4.6 and Table 4.7 shows the continuous decision in which the optimum flowrate of
each selected states for crude feed requirement dependent MILP model, for light and
heavy crude charge processing respectively; while Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 shows the
optimum flowrates for operating cost dependent MILP model.
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4.5 COMPUTATIONAL RESULT FOR GDP
Input data:
• total feed flowrate from units in the refinery constant, non-dependent on light or
heavy cmde (feed from VIS, COK, HCR are set at 2000000 kg/d while from FCC
set at 3000000 kg/d)
• production requirements are constant.
Table 4.11: Computational results on the cost components for GDP
Light Crude Heavy Crude
CAPEX + OPEX + Raw material (mil RM) 2746 2747
CAPEX (mil RM) 791 791
OPEX + Raw material (mil RM) 1955 1951
Cmde feed requirement (kg/d) 4.5E+7 3.2E+7
Raw material (mil RM) 42 30
OPEX (mil RM) 1912 1920
OPEX (mil RM/d) 5.7 5.8
Note: assuming 330 working days
Table 4.12: Computational results on the stream flow rates for GDP (light crude)
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate( kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK_l 0 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK_2 0 HSRN1 6958014 NAP2 2.3E+7
FCC_1 2000000 HSRN2 1.0E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 4235584 NAP4 0
FG1 127554 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.3E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1_1 0
FG3 849952 ISO 2244654 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 22765 LPG1 67913 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1791791 PCHN3J 0
GSLN 2.2E+7 LPG3 0 PCHN3^2 0
H2 735106 LPG4 1859516 REF 1.9E+7
H2_l 735106 LPG5 1859516 S 11987
H2 2 0 LSRN1 2519466 SOLD 2.4E+7
H2S1 14123 LSRN2 0 TG 2226
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 2000000
HCR_1 0 LSRN4 2519466 VIS_2 0
HCR_2 0 LSRN5 2267528 CR 4.6E+7
HCR_3 0 LSRN6 251148
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Table 4.13: Computational results on the stream flow rates for GDP (heavy crude)
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK_l 2000000 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK 2 0 HSRN1 5029521 NAP2 0
FCC 1 2000000 HSRN2 1.1E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 0 NAP4 2.4E+7
FG1 128194 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.4E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1J 0
FG3 855419 ISO 1622447 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 16478 LPG1 68352 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1803216 PCHN3J 0
GSLN 2.2E+7 LPG3 PCHN3_2 0
H2 739834 LPG4 1871477 REF 1.9E+7
H2_l 739834 LPG5 1871477 S 11164
H2_2 0 LSRN1 1820918 SOLD 2.4E+7
H2S1 14223 LSRN2 0 TG 2231
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 0
HCR_1 2000000 LSRN4 1820918 VIS_2 0
HCR_2 0 LSRN5 1638835 CR 3.3E+7


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.6 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS DISCUSSION FOR GDP
Table 4.11 for GDP model agrees with the findings of MILP model that OPEX for heavy
crude charge processing is more than light crude charge processing. The total cost
(objective function) also as predicted, which agrees with typical refineries cost data (e. g.,
estimated total cost of Bharat Petr Corp Ltd Refinery, Mahul, India is RM 2700 mil)
stated by HPI Construction Boxscore, Hydrocarbon Processing (June 2006).
Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 shows the continuous decision in which the optimum flowrate
of each selected states for MILP model, for light and heavy crude charge processing
respectively.
The optimal refinery topology for two scenarios is evaluated for GDP model, namely
light crude charge processing and heavy crude charge processing. Figure 4.7 and Figure
4.8 shows the superstructure comprising all the feasible alternative flow for naphtha
produced from the atmospheric distillation unit for both scenarios respectively. The
shaded square indicates the unit is selected and the shaded circle indicates the state is
selected with flowrate. Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 are the simplified optimal refinery
topology deriving from the previous two figures, similarly for both scenarios
respectively. The optimal refinery topology for MILP model agrees with the typical
existing topology of the refinery as shown in the literature review. (Hyperion Refining
Energy Center, 2007)
4.7 RESULT COMPARISON BETWEEN MILP AND GDP
The optimal refinery topology generated for MILP and GDP model agrees typical
existing refinery topology. (Hydrocarbon Processing, 2006) The objective function of
cost minimization is validated by comparing with the industrial data. (Hyperion Refining
Energy Center, 2007) The only difference between the two model is that the CPU
time/resource usage of GDP is lesser than MILP, in which GDP avoids the use of big-M





In this work, we have has successfully accomplished the following objectives that have
been outlined. A superstructure representation embedding all feasible alternatives for
naphtha produced from atmospheric distillation unit is developed with a suitable level of
detail. Logical constraints on design and structural specifications for processing
alternatives are developed. MILP and GDP are formulated for refinery design of naphtha
processing alternatives. Solution of MILP is obtained using binary variables and big-M
logical constraint; while solution of GDP is obtained using disjunction to determine
optimal refinery subsystem topology/configuration for naphtha processing.
In conclusion, the optimal refinery topology obtained through MILP and GDP model
agrees with typical existing topology of refineries (Gary and Handwerk, 1994) and the
computational time are improved by using GDP formulation as compared to MILP
formulation.
5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The scope for future work includes:
1. To account for crude charges with an industrially-representative range of APIs;
2. To introduce nonlmearity in the model formulation to account for variable yields
(compositions);
3. To incorporate more design specifications on important qualitative engineering
heuristics, knowledge, and experience in refinery design via the use of logical
constraints based on the reformulation of logic propositions.
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STITLE: Superslraclure Optimization for the Design ofPetroleum Refineries: Altemalives for Naphtha Exiling ADU
SEOLCOM #
I set of process unils (tasks)
/












































































































































M1(I) upper bound or maximum capacity of process unils
M2(J) upper bound or maximum capacity ofstream piping
CAPEX_M(MIXER) capilalcost of mixers






cr_cst crude oil cost (RM per bbl) /120/
cr_kg_per_bbl crudeoil amount(kgper bbl) /Mill







c total cost of refinery
Equations












































































































































































































































































































((CHCR_ls')+ H'HCR_2s')+ a;'HCR_3s')t l('HCR_4s,))*0.2766+


















































































+ SUM(MIXER, CAPEX_M(MTXER)*Y(MKER)) + SUM(SPLITTER, CAPEX_S(SPLITTER),Y(SPLTTTER)) # (capitalcost for mixersandsplitters)
+ SUM(J, 10*Z(J)) # (taken to be or assumed to be piping cost for the selected stream)
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•MATERIAL BALANCES
matjDall.. 0.4176*fi;,CRs,>=g=ii;'NAPls')+n:'LSRNls')+f(,HSRNls'); ft ADU
mat_bal2.. 1.9821'(f{,HSRN2s)+flTI2_ls'))=e=f(TGls,)+fl'H2SIs>t-f(,IJ'Gls,)+f('LSRN2s,>hfl;,HSRN3s')+(t,NAP4s'); flHDTl
mat_bal3.. 1.9S21*(f|;,NAP2s')+fi;,H2_2s'))=e= f(TG2s')+fi;,H2S2s,)+f(,LPG3s')+li:,LSRN3s,)+([,HSRN4s,)+fl;'NAP3sl; AHDT2
mat_bal4.. RTSOs'J+H'FC^s') =e= f('LSRN5s'); # ISO
mat_bal5.. fCSs'l+tCTGs') =e= i(,H2Sls')+l('H2S2s'); # SRU
mat_bal6.. fl;,HSRN5s,)+t('NAP5s,) =e= H'H2s')+t(TG3s')+fi:,LPG2s,)+f('REFs'); # REF
mat_bal7.. H'SOLDs')=e= ICLSRNes'^lt'Ss'J+fCGSLNs'yt-ft'LPGSs'), # SOLD
mat_bal8.. fCGSLNs*) =e= fCISOs^+ifREFs1), fl BLND
mat_bal9.. HlPGSs') =e= fl/LPG^s*); #LPG
matJiallO.. f(TG5s,)=e=fi;'FGls')+fi;,FG2s,)+flTG3s,)+n:'FG4s'); #FGH
mat_balll„ H'LSRN4s')=e= fl;'LSRN5s,)+n;'LSRN6s'), # SPLT1
mat_ball2.. H'H2s')=e= fl;'H2Js'>t-u:,H2_2s,), #SPLT2
matJalB.. f{,HSRNls,)+t('VIS_ls')+frCOK^ls')+fl;TCC_ls')+u;,HCR_ls,)+fi;,PCHN]_ls,)=e= lCHSRHZs1); ffMIXl
malj)all4.. f(,NAPls')+fl:'VIS_2s,)+H'COK_2s,)+fl:,FCC_2s,)+i('HCR_2s')tllTCHNl_2s')^e= fi;NAP2s'); #MIX2
mat_ball5.. i(,LSRNls')+a;'LSRN2s')+fi;'LSRN3s')+f[TCHN2s')=e= I('LSRN4s'); SMTX3
mal_ball6.. fl;,HSRN3s>it,HSRN4s')+n;'PCHN3_ls,)+f(HCR_3s')=e-a:,HSRN5s'); #MTX4








































* COMPONENT FLOW RATES
yieldl.. 0.0555*fi;'CRs')=e= fl'LSRNls');
yie!d2.. 0.1533*t(,CRs') =e= fCHSRNls1);





yield5„ 0.0012*(fi;,HSRN2s,)+f('H2_ls'))=e= iCH2Sls'); # HDT1
yields.. 0.0058*(H'HSRN2s,)+f(,H2Js,))=e= (('LPGls'); SHDT1
yield7„ 0.982P<H,HSRN2s,)+({,H2_ls,))-e-((;,LSRN2s,)+fi;,HSRN3s')+fl;,NAP4s,);#HDTl
















yield24.. OgfCLSROTs1) =e= ICLSRN5S');
yield25.. 0.1•f(,LSRN4s,)=e= H'LSRNes1);



































































SS7.. YCHDTlu") =L=Z(,HSRN2s,) + Z(,H2Js,);
SSS.. Z('HSRN2s') =L=Y('HDTlu');
SS9.. Z('H2_ls') =L= YCHDTlu");
SSIO.. Y('HDTlu') =L=ZCH2Sls,) +Z('LPGls,)+Z('LSRN2s')+Z('HSRN3s,) + Z('NAP4s') +Z('FGls,);
SS1L. Z('H2Sls') =L= YCHDTlu*);
SS12.. ZCLPGls1) =L=Y('HDTlu');
SS13.. Z('LSRN2s') =L= YCHDTlu');
SS14.. Z('HSRN3s') =L= YCHDTlu1);
SS15.. ZCNAP4S1) =L= YCHDTlu');
SSI6.. ZCFGls") =L=YCHDTlu,);
*HDT2
SS17., YCHDT2U') -L^ ZCNAP2S')+ Z('H2_2s');
SS18.. ZCNAF^s1) =L=YCHDT2u");
SS19.. Z(1H2_2s') =L=YCHDT2u);
SS20.. Y('HDT2u') =L=ZCH2S2s') +Z('LPG3s')+ZCLSRN3s,)+Z(,HSRN4s') +Z<'NAP3s')+Z(TG2s');
SS2L. ZCH2S2s') =L=YCHDT2u^;
SS22.. Z(T_PG3s') =L= YCHDT2U');
SS23.. ZCLSRN3S1) =L= Y('HDT2u');






SS29.. Y(TSOu') =L= ZCISOs*) + Z<rFG4s');
SS30.. Z(TSOs') =L= Y(TSOu');
SS3L. ZCFG4S') ^F^YCISOu1);
•SRU
SS32.. Y('SRUu') =L=Z('H2Sls') + Z('H2S2s');
SS33.. ZCH2S1S") =L=Y('SRUu');
SS34.. ZCH2S2S") =L= YCSRUu");
SS35.. YCSRUu') =L=Z('Ss') + Z(,TGs');
SS36.. Z('Ss') =L= Y('SRUu');











YCREFu") =L= ZCHSRN5S1)+ ZCNAP5s');
ZCHSRN551) =L= YCREFu1);
ZCNAP5s') =L= YCREFu');






SS46.. Y('SOLDu') =L= Z("LSRN6s') + Z('GSLNs') + Z('Ss') + ZCLPG5s');
SS47.. Z('LSRN6s') =L= YCSOLDu");
SS48.. Z('GSLNs') =L= YCSOLDu");
SS49.. ZCSs") =L= YCSOLDu1);
SS50.. ZCLPG5s") -L^YCSOLDu1);




SS54.. Z('lSOs') =L= Y('BLNDu');
SS55.. ZtREFs1) =L= YCBLNDu1);
SS56.. Y(BLNDu') =L=Z<'GSLNs');
SS57.. Z('GSLNs') =L= YCBLNDu');
•LPG
SS58.. Z('LPG4s') =L= YCLPGu1);
SS59.. YCLPGu1) =L=Z("LPG4s1),
SS60. YCLPGu') =L= ZCLPG5S1);
SS61.. ZCLPG5S1) =L= YfLPGu");
•FGH





SS67.. YCFGHu1) =L= ZCFG5S1);
SS68.. ZCFG5S1) =L=Y(TGHu');
•SPLT1
SS69.. Z('LSRN4s") =L= YCSPLTlu1);
SS70.. Yf'SPLTlu1) =L=ZCLSRN4s');
SS7L. YCSPLTlu1) =L=ZCLSRN5s1)+ ZCLSRN6s');
SS72.. Z('LSRN5s') =L= Y('SPLTlu');




SS76.. YCSPLTCu1) -L-Z(,H2-ls') + ZCH2_2s);
SS77.. ZCH2_ls") =L=YCSPLT2u1);
SS78.. ZCH2.2S1) =L= YCSPLT2U1};
♦MIX1
SS79.. YCMLXlu1) =L=Z(1HSRNls') + Z(1VIS_ls1) + ZCCOKJs') + ZCFCC_ls') + ZCHCR_ls') + ZCPCHNl_ls');









SS8S.. YCMIX2U1) =L= ZCNAPls")+ ZCVIS_2s')+ Z('COK_2s') + ZCFCC_2s") + Z("HCR_2s')+ Z(PCHNI_2s');
SS89.. ZCNAPls1) =L= Y("MIX2u');
SS90.. ZCVIS_2s') =L=YCMLX2u');
SS9L. Z(,COK_2s1) =L-YCMIX2U");
SS92.. Z('FCC_2s') =L= Y('M]X2u');





SS97.. YCMDC3U') =L=ZCLSRNls') + ZCPCHN2s,)+ZCLSRN2s1) + ZCLSRN3s1);
SS98.. ZCLSRNIs") =L= YCMIX3U1);
SS99.. Z(TCHN2s') =L= YCMIX3U1);
SS100.. ZCLSRN2S1) =L= YCMIX3U1);
SS101.. Z('LSRN3s') =L= YCMIX3u*);
SS102.. YCMIX3U1) =L=Z('LSRN4s');
SS103.. ZCLSRN4S1) =L= YCMIX3U1);
•MIX4
SS104.. YCMDMu1) =L=ZCHSRN3s1)+ Z(,HCR_3s,) + ZCPCHN3_ls1)+ZCHSRN4S1);
SS105.. ZCHSRN3S1) =L= YCMIX4U1);
SS106.. ZCHCR_3s') =L=YCMIX4iO;
SS107.. Z(TCHN3_ls1)=L=YCMIX4u•);
SS108.. ZCHSRN4S1) -L= YCMLX4u');
SS109.. YCMK4U1) =L= ZCHSRN5S1);
SS110.. ZCHSRN5S1) =L=YCMTX4u1};
•MIX5




SS114.. ZCHCRjte") =L= YfMIXSu1);
SS115.. Z(TCHN3_2s") =L= YCMlX5u");
SS116.. YCMIX5u') =L= ZfNAPSs');
SS117.. Z("NAP5s") =L=Y(MIX5u");
•MIX6
SS1I8.. YCMTX6u') -L=ZCLPGls")+ZCLPG2s") + ZCLPG3s');
SS1I9.. Z("LPGls') =L= YCMTX6U1);
SS120.. Z('LPG2s') =L= Y(MIX6u');








SS127.. YCCOKu") =L= ZCCOKJs') + ZCCOKJls1);
SS12S.. ZCCOKJs1) =L=Y('COKu');
SS129.. ZCCOKJts1) =L= YCCOKu');
•FCC
SS130.. YCFCCu') -L-ZCFCCJs') + Z(TCCJls');
SS131.. Z('FCCJs') =L-Y(1FCCu');
SS132.. ZCFCC_2s') =L= YCFCCu1);
♦HCR
SS133.. YCHCRu1) =L=Z("HCRJs') + ZCHCR_2s1)+ZCHCR_3s1) + Z(1HCR_4s1);
SS134.. ZCHCRJs') =L= YCHCRu");
SS135.. ZCHCRJ!s') =L=Y('HCRu');
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































K cost ofprocess units (tasks)


























































CAPEX_M(MDCER) capital cost ofmixers




cr_cst crudeoil cost(RM per bbl)1216/
cr_kg_per_bbl crude oil amount (kg per bbl) 1127.71
pchncst purchased naphtha cost (RM per kg) /0.524/






COST total cost of refinery
c(K) costof equipment
Equations
objfn mintotalcost in (milRM)














































































































(fCHCRJs')+ fl1HCRJ>s1)+ frHCR_3s">+ fCHCR_4s"))*0.2766+















































































(fCHCRJs1)+ fCHCR_2s')+ (CHCR_3s')+ (CHCR_4s1))*0+






+ SUMfMIXER, CAPEX_M(MIXER)*Y(MTXER)) + SUM(SPUTTER,CAPEXJ5(SPLITTER)*Y(SPLITTER)) ft(capitalcost formixersand splitters)
+ (FCNAP2S1) + F('NAP4s'))*0.00744 S (operatingcost (utilitycost) for operatingstreams;coefficient0.0744= 0.0248*0.3 is due to coefficientusedin Loh (2008))






mat_bal4.. f(TSOs')+tCFG4s') =e= fCLSRN5s');
matjbais.. f('Ss')+fi;TGs')-e=I('H2Sls')+(CH2S2s');
mat_baI6.. [CHSRN5s')+8,'NAP5s') =e= (rJH25')+f^;'FG35>^-[('LPG2s•)+ti;'REFs,);
mat_baI7.. H'SOLDs')=e= iT,'LSRN6s')+H;'Ss')+fl;'GSLNs,)+lCLPG5s');
matJralS.. fCGSLNs')=e= fCISOs')+fCREFs');
mat_bal9„ I('LPG5s') =e= fCLPG4s');















IN0UT1_4.. fl'NAPls') =e= 0;
1NOUTIJ.. fCLSRNls') =e= 0;
1N0UT1_6.. ft'HSRNls") =e= 0;
INOUT1J7,. fi;'CRs')=e=0;













INOUT2J1.. 1CHSRN3s') =e= 0;
INOUT2J 2.. fCNAP4s') =e= 0,
INOUT2J3.. ICHSRN2s')=e=0;
INOUT2J4.. ICH2JS') =e= 0;
COST2J.. cCHDTlu')=e=96;









INOUT3J... 0.0012*(fCNAP2s')+[CH2_2s')) =e= f('H2S2s');
INOUT3J.. 0.0058*(fCNAP2s')+n:'H2J>s'))=e= f('LPG3s');





INOUT3_9.. fCLPG3s') =e= 0,
INOUT3J0.. ICLSRN3S') =e= 0;
INOUT3J1.. fCHSRN4s') =e= 0,
INOUT3_12.. fCNAP3s') =e= 0;
INOUT3_13.. fCNAP2s') =e= 0;
INOUT3J4.. fCH2Jls') =e= 0;
COST3J.. cCHDT2u')=e= 96;



















































INOUT6J0.. fCNAPSs1) =e= 0,




































































































































































*COST16_2.. cCMK4u') =e= 0;
♦MIX-S
INOUT17J.. f(NAP3s,)+f('NAP4s')+f(PCHN3J!s>f('HCR_4s') =e- lCNAP5s');
INOUT17_2.. fCNAP3s') =e= 0;
INOUT17_3.. (CNAP4si =e= 0;
INOUT17j4.. frTCHN3_2s')=e=0;
IN0UT17_5.. ft'HCR_4s') =e= 0;
INOUT17_6.. ICNAPSs1) =e= 0;
COST17J.. cCMIXSu1) -e^ 10;
+COST17_2„ cCMIX5u')=e= 0;
•MIX-6




INOUT18_5„ iCLPG3s') =e= 0:
COST18J.. cCMIX5u')=e=10;
*C0ST18_2„ c(MIX5u') =e= 0;












































































































































































































Y('ADUu') <-> YCHDTlu1) or Y('HDT2u');
Y(TSOu) <-> YCSPLTlu1),
YCSRUu*) <-> YCHDTlu*) or Y('HDT2u');
YITfEFu') <-> Y('MrX4u') or YCMIX5u');
Y('SOLDu') <-> YCHDTlu1) or Y('HDT2u');
YCBLNDu1) <-> YCISOu1)and YCREFu');
Y('LPGu') <-> YCMIX6U1);





Y('MD3u') <-> ZCLSRNls1)or ZCLSRN3S1);
Y('MLX4u') <-> ZCHSRN3S1) or ZCHSRN4s');
Y(MIX5u') <->Z('NAP3s1)orZCNAP4s1);























Y('HDT2u*) -> Z<lNAP2s1) or Z('H2_2s');
ZCNAP2S1) -> YCHDT2U1);
Z('H2J!s,)->YCHDT2ul);
























YCREFu1)-> ZCHSRN5S1) or ZCNAP5S1);
ZCHSRN5s')-> YCREFu1);
ZCNAP5S1) -> YCREFu");














































































































YCHCRu) -> ZCHCRJ s*)or ZCHCRJs) or Z(*HCRJs) or Z(*HCR_4s);



















MILP GAMS RESULT (HEAVY CRUDE CHARGE)
1591 VARIABLE c.L = 2743.055 total cost of refinery
1591 VARIABLE F.L stream flowrates
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COK 1 2000000 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK 2 0 HSRN1 5029419 NAP2 0
FCC 1 2000000 HSRN2 1.1E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 0 NAP4 2.3E+7
FG1 128283 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.3E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1J 0
FG3 855328 ISO 1622356 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 16387 LPG1 68261 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1803125 PCHN3J 0
GSLN 2.1E+7 LPG3 PCHN3_2 0
H2 739743 LPG4 1871386 REF 1.9E+7
H2 1 739743 LPG5 1871386 S 11973
H2_2 0 LSRN1 1820827 SOLD 2.3E+7
H2S1 14122 LSRN2 0 TG 2149
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VIS_1 0
HCR I 2000000 LSRN4 1820827 VIS_2 0
HCR 2 0 LSRN5 1638744 CR 3.2E+7
HCR_3 0 LSRN6 182082 0
— 1591 VARIABLE Y.L
ADUu 1.000, BLNDu 1.000, COKu 1.000, FCCu 1.000, FGHu 1.000
HCRu 1.000, HDTlu 1.000, ISOu 1.000, LPGu 1.000, MIXlu 1.000
MIX3u 1.000, MIX5u 1.000, MIX6u 1.000, REFu 1.000, SPLTlu 1.000
SPLT2u 1.000, SRUu 1.000, SOLDu 1.000
—- 1591 VARIABLE Z.L
COK_ls 1.000, CRs 1.000, FCC_ls 1.000, FGls 1.000, FG3s 1.000
FG4s 1.000, FG5s 1.000, GSLNs 1.000, H2s 1.000, H2_ls 1.000
H2Sls 1.000, HCRJs 1.000, HSRNls 1.000, HSRN2s 1.000, ISOs 1.000
LPGls 1.000, LPG2s 1.000, LPG4s 1.000, LPG5s 1.000, LSRNls 1.000
LSRN4s 1.000, LSRN5s 1.000, LSRN6s 1.000, NAP4s 1.000, NAP5s 1.000
REFs 1.000, Ss 1.000, SOLDs 1.000, TGs 1.000
EXECUTION TIME 0.053 SECONDS 3 Mb WIN228-228 Jul 26, 2008
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APPENDIX D
GDP GAMS RESULT (HEAVY CRUDE CHARGE)
1591 VARIABLE c.L = 2743.055 total cost of refinery
1591 VARIABLE F.L stream flowrates
Stream Flowrate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d) Stream Flow rate (kg/d)
COKJ 2000000 HCR_4 0 NAPI 0
COK 2 0 HSRN1 5029521 NAP2 0
FCC 1 2000000 HSRN2 1.1E+7 NAP3 0
FCC 2 0 HSRN3 0 NAP4 2.4E+7
FG1 128194 HSRN4 0 NAP5 2.4E+7
FG2 0 HSRN5 0 PCHN1_1 0
FG3 855419 ISO 1622447 PCHN1_2 0
FG4 16478 LPG1 68352 PCHN2 0
FG5 1000000 LPG2 1803216 PCHN3_1 0
GSLN 2.2E+7 LPG3 PCHN3_2 0
H2 739834 LPG4 1871477 REF 1.9E+7
H2_l 739834 LPG5 1871477 S 11164
H2_2 0 LSRN1 1820918 SOLD 2.4E+7
H2S1 14223 LSRN2 0 TG 2231
H2S2 0 LSRN3 0 VISJ 0
HCR_1 2000000 LSRN4 1820918 VISJ 0
HCR_2 0 LSRN5 1638835 CR 3.3E+7
HCR_3 0 LSRN6 182173 0
— 1591 VARIABLE Y.L
ADUu 1.000, BLNDu 1.000, COKu 1.000, FCCu 1.000, FGHu 1.000
HCRu 1.000, HDTlu 1.000, ISOu 1.000, LPGu 1.000, MIXlu 1.000
MIX3u 1.000, MIX5u 1.000, MIX6u 1.000, REFu 1.000, SPLTlu 1.000
SPLT2u 1.000, SRUu 1.000, SOLDu 1.000
— 1591 VARIABLE Z.L
COK_ls 1.000, CRs 1.000, FCC_ls 1.000, FGls 1.000, FG3s 1.000
FG4s 1.000, FG5s 1.000, GSLNs 1.000, H2s 1.000, H2_ls 1.000
H2S Is 1.000, HCRJs 1.000, HSRNls 1.000, HSRN2s 1.000, ISOs 1.000
LPGls 1.000, LPG2s 1.000, LPG4s 1.000, LPG5s 1.000, LSRNls 1.000
LSRN4s 1.000, LSRN5s 1.000, LSRN6s 1.000, NAP4s 1.000, NAP5s 1.000
REFs 1.000, Ss 1.000, SOLDs 1.000, TGs 1.000
EXECUTION TIME 0.017 SECONDS 3 Mb WIN228-228 Jul 26, 2008
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